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Proteins have distinct intracellular roles which can have widespread therapeutic value in various biological applications. Particularly, transcription factors (TFs) are specialized proteins with the unique ability to direct cell fate which can have important applications in regenerative medicine and design of patient-specific disease models. Polymeric nanocarriers can be used to maintain protein structure and functional integrity while transporting proteins into the cytosol of cells and can be engineered to be intracellularly degradable. The development of an endoprotease-degradable intracellular protein delivery vehicle is described which draws biomimetic inspiration from natural phenomena occurring in response to the intracellular actions of furin. Both in situ and microemulsion polymerization were explored to synthesize degradable NCs. Furin-degradable nanocapsules (NCs) were further optimized to incorporate biologically-compatible polymers which exhibited minimal cytotoxicity in mice and human cell lines. Several nuclear and cytosolic proteins were delivered in active form to various cell lines using furin-degradable or redox-responsive NCs. NCs exhibited stability in response to protease treatment, acidic conditions and storage and high temperatures and retained encapsulated protein as well as mRNA. To demonstrate delivery of an active nuclear protein, the myogenic differentiation TF MyoD was encapsulated in NCs and delivered to myoblast cells. NC-treated cells exhibited differentiation of myoblast cells into myotubes which displayed morphological development and
activated gene expression of downstream markers. Active delivery of MyoD confirmed the ability of NCs to retain the activity of encapsulated protein to allow complex downstream actions including DNA binding and association with co-activators. For treatment of type I diabetes, the generation of pancreatic β-cells using a TF, Pdx1, is a feasible therapeutic option. Pdx1 degradable NCs were delivered to liver and exocrine pancreatic cells to induce transdifferentiation to pancreatic β-cells. Enhanced nuclear delivery and biological assays indicated functional delivery of Pdx1 to the nuclei of target cells. Morphological differences between untreated and treated exocrine cells indicated that Pdx1 delivered by NCs was able to induce changes in cells. Gene expression analysis also demonstrated slight activation of downstream β-cell markers. This work represents development of a robust polymeric nanocarrier platform for intracellular delivery and exhibits several examples of functional delivery of proteins to various cell lines.
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1. BACKGROUND AND SIGNIFICANCE

1.1. Polymeric Nanocarriers for Intracellular Protein Delivery

Proteins are indispensable components of life as they perform essential functions such as catalysis, cellular signaling, gene regulation, and maintaining the delicate balance between cell survival and programmed death.¹ Many diseases arise from alterations in the functions of intracellular proteins.² Consequently, intracellular delivery of functional proteins to specific cells and organs in living organisms has significant therapeutic implications in various biological applications including disease therapies, regenerative medicine, vaccination, and imaging.³ From a therapeutic perspective, transient protein-based delivery approaches may be safer than gene therapy due to the lack of risk of random or permanent genetic changes in transduced cells. However, most native proteins are unable to penetrate the cell membrane and often suffer from loss of function due to proteolysis or aggregation in serum.⁴ Due to the tremendous potential of protein therapeutics, general methods for intracellular protein delivery are highly desirable.

The main barriers of delivering target proteins to the intracellular space result from intrinsic properties of most proteins, including the large sizes, varying surface charges and the fragile tertiary structures.⁵ When administered into serum, native proteins can suffer from serum instability and can be rapidly degraded or inactivated. Most native proteins are also membrane impermeable due to electrostatic repulsions. To address these challenges, appropriate delivery vehicles for transporting proteins to the cytosol are essential, just as drug, DNA or siRNA delivery systems.⁶-⁹ Intracellular protein delivery carriers often need to assist the protein cargo in endolysosomal escape. Figure 1 displays a schematic process of typical endocytic pathway for protein delivery vehicles. For targeted delivery to the cytosol, nuclei or mitochondria, the delivery carrier must escape the endosomal pathway to avoid
trafficking through endomembrane compartments and eventual clearance and degradation by lysosomes.\textsuperscript{10}

Currently, the most commonly used approach for intracellular protein delivery is the genetic fusion of the target protein to protein transduction domains (PTDs) or cell-penetrating peptides (CPPs), such as the HIV-1 transactivator of transcription (TAT) peptide, oligoarginines, and the \textit{Drosophila} Antennapedia-derived penetratin peptide.\textsuperscript{11} Commonly used PTDs are displayed in Table 1. PTDs are short peptide sequences which help penetrate the cell membrane and have been isolated from natural viruses or proteins such as the TAT peptide from HIV, as well as synthetic derivatives typically containing positively charged amino acids such as polyarginines.\textsuperscript{12} Despite many practical advantages of the protein transduction technology, the main bottleneck of this method is the inefficient escape of protein from the endosome to the cytosol, leading to CPP-tagged proteins sequestered in intracellular vesicles.\textsuperscript{13, 14} In several PTD systems, less than 1\% of the protein cargo may be released in PTD systems and proteins often become degraded and inactive during the cellular uptake process.\textsuperscript{15}

In the past decade, promising nanocarrier-based\textsuperscript{6, 16} intracellular protein delivery approaches have generated considerable interest. Nanocarriers for intracellular delivery include lipid-containing colloidal systems such as liposomes and solid lipid nanoparticles,
Table 1. Protein transduction domains have been utilized for intracellular protein delivery. Representative examples of conjugation to proteins to allow intracellular delivery are mentioned.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>PTD</th>
<th>Amino acid sequence</th>
<th>Examples of intracellular protein delivery</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>TAT&lt;sub&gt;49-57&lt;/sub&gt;</strong></td>
<td>RKKRRQRRR</td>
<td>Hsp70-TAT treatment increased survival of NPCs in mice and decreased infarct size to 25% of the original size&lt;sup&gt;17&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Penetratin</strong></td>
<td>RQIKIWFQNRRMKWKK</td>
<td>Radiolabeled-Fab fragments conjugated to penetratin showed concentration in the spleen, adrenal gland, and liver of rats&lt;sup&gt;18&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>HSV VP22</strong></td>
<td>DAATATGRSAASRPTERPRAPARSASRPRPPVE</td>
<td>Thymidine kinase delivery was enhanced and showed desired suicide therapy for cancer cells in cell culture&lt;sup&gt;19&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Pep-1</strong></td>
<td>KETWWETWWTEWSQPKKKRKV</td>
<td>Pep-1-SOD1 showed improved cardiac function of the left ventricle, decreased infarct size, reduced level of malondialdehyde, creatine kinase, and lactate dehydrogenase (LDH), and decreased cardiomyocyte apoptosis in rats&lt;sup&gt;20&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Polyarginine</strong></td>
<td>RRRRRRRRR</td>
<td>R&lt;sub&gt;9&lt;/sub&gt;-OVA conjugates were able to effectively transduce dendritic cells and enhance antitumor immunity, and elicit complete rejection of tumors when co-administered with adjuvants&lt;sup&gt;21&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Transportan</strong></td>
<td>VQRKROQLMP</td>
<td>Streptavidin intracellular delivery was very efficient though most protein was trapped in endosomal compartments in cell culture&lt;sup&gt;22&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

polymeric nanocarriers, inorganic nanoparticles/nanotubes and protein-based carriers.<sup>23</sup> Target protein cargos can be loaded into various polymeric nanocarriers using different strategies, including direct conjugation through either chemical or genetic modifications, physical adsorption and covalent/noncovalent encapsulation. One key role of nanocarriers is the ability to shield proteins from premature degradation and various denaturing interactions with the biological environment.<sup>6, 24, 25</sup> Nanocarriers can increase the stealth of the delivered protein by concealing antigenic and immunogenic epitopes and attenuating receptor-
mediated uptake by the reticuloendothelial system (RES). These nanocarriers not only prevent protein proteolysis and increase the size of the delivered cargo in vivo, thereby reducing renal filtration, but also improve pharmacokinetics and biodistribution due to their high surface area to volume ratio. Polymeric nanocarriers can be tailored through controlled synthesis, assembly, and facile biocompatible chemical modifications, allowing customization of key particle properties such as size, surface charge, and displayed ligands. This flexibility can facilitate cell penetration and endolysosomal escape, and optimize stability, targeting specificity, and cargo release kinetics, thereby addressing many of the challenges associated with native protein delivery as shown in Figure 2. Several recent methodologies have been developed for protein delivery using nanocarriers, including lipid-based nanocarriers, inorganic nanocarriers, protein-mediated carriers, and polymeric nanocarriers. Polymeric nanocarriers can be classified based on the protein loading method as shown in Figure 3.

1.1.1. Direct attachment

The direct conjugation of polymers, such as poly(ethyleneglycol) (PEG), to proteins has been widely explored as a means to increase the systemic circulation of serum-based protein drugs. To date, various antibodies, cytokines, and growth factors have been PEGylated and the resulting polymer/protein conjugates have received Food and Drug
Administration (FDA) approval for clinical use. Attachment of polymers to protein surfaces can be accomplished using well-established bioconjugation methods in literature. Reactive side chains on protein surfaces, such as amines, thiols, carboxylic acids and hydroxyl groups can all serve as the tethering site, depending on the coupling chemistry. Several methods using direct polymer attachment have also been developed to achieve intracellular delivery of target proteins.

Yamada and coworkers have widely explored intracellular protein transduction by chemically conjugating polyethylenimine (PEI) to the surface of various proteins to create cationized macromolecules. The authors were able to deliver a diverse array of proteins including ribonuclease (RNase), enhanced green fluorescent protein (eGFP) and IgG to the cytosol of murine and human fibroblast cells without observing significant differences in protein function. Proteins were internalized via receptor or transporter-independent endocytosis. When PEI-eGFP was injected both intraportally and intraperitoneally in vivo in mice, cellular internalization was observed within 8 hours which was absent from mice treated with native eGFP. The system was further expanded by reversibly cationizing proteins by incorporating disulfide bonds which can reduce under cytosolic conditions. Denatured human tumor-suppressor p53 was delivered to human osteogenic sarcoma-derived Saos-2 cells through a reversibly cationized complex. Subsequent reduction of disulfide bonds in the cytosol and refolding into tetramers in vitro resulted in downstream intracellular events such as nuclear localization and induction of p53 target genes and eventual apoptosis. The authors have since extended the direct PEI-attachment system to synthesize platform protein transduction carrier molecules for biotinylated proteins or antibodies by synthesizing PEI-cationized streptavidin, avidin or protein G. They showed the utility of their engineered system by delivering functional protein simian virus 40 large T-antigen (SVLT-N), which inactivates retinoblastoma family proteins, by reversible biotinylation and complexation with PEI-cationized avidin. Delivery of the complex to 3T3
fibroblast cells resulted in nuclear delivery of SVLT-N, interaction with cellular machinery and subsequent induction of cell proliferation.

Lackey et al. constructed a model system with an antibody conjugated to a pH-sensitive poly(propylacrylic acid) (PPAAc) (Table 2), which can disrupt the endosomal membrane and aid delivery of the protein cargo to the cytosol. Both the anti-CD3 antibody and the PPAAc polymer were first biotinylated, and complexed together in the presence of streptavidin. Confocal microscopy was used to determine receptor-mediated endocytosis as the mechanism of cellular internalization for both the polymer-protein complex and the antibody itself. Visualization of the internalized ternary polymer-protein complex showed

---

Figure 3. Schematic of various polymeric nanocarriers used for protein intracellular delivery. Nanocarriers can be classified by the synthesis method as shown above. Synthesis methods can include both covalent and non-covalent conjugation techniques to conjugate, adsorb or encapsulate target protein.
diffuse staining in the cytosol indicating endosomal escape, whereas antibody without conjugation of PPAAc showed punctate fluorescence, indicating no release from lysosomal or endosomal compartments. Recently the authors extended this strategy in vivo by directly conjugating PPAAc to the model antigen ovalbumin (OVA).\textsuperscript{40} When the conjugates were delivered in vivo to an EG.7-OVA mouse tumor protection model, production of specific CD8+ T lymphocytes and antiovalbumin IgG increased 8-fold and 11-fold, respectively, resulting in robust inhibition of tumor growth.

Recently, Park and coworkers used glucose-coated polymeric beads to demonstrate delivery of eGFP into mouse embryonic stem (mES) cells and HeLa cells.\textsuperscript{41} The glucose coating was applied to establish interactions between beads and the cell membrane. The monodispersed beads with a size of \(\sim150\) nm were obtained by dispersion polymerization in the presence of 6-\(O\)-glucosyl methacrylate, styrene, and acrylic acid (Table 3). The protein was then conjugated to the beads using the coupling agent EDC (1-ethyl-3-(3-dimethylaminopropyl) carbodiimide). Neither native eGFP alone nor eGFP-conjugated beads without glucose coating was found to be internalized into cells. However, the eGFP-conjugated, glucose-coated beads were clearly internalized into cells as visualized by fluorescence microscopy and transmission electron microscopy (TEM). The transduction was inhibited at 4\(^\circ\)C, indicating that the internalization process involved an endocytic pathway.

Wagner and co-workers developed a system in which protein cargo was covalently linked to a three arm cationic oligomer polymer to assist intracellular delivery.\textsuperscript{42, 43} The attachment polymer was developed to enhance plasmid DNA and siRNA delivery and has the sequence \(\left([C-Stp-Stp-Stp]_2K-Stp-Stp-Stp-C\right)\) in which K is a lysine with branching at the \(\alpha,\epsilon\)-amino groups, C is cysteine and Stp is an artificial amino acid.\textsuperscript{44} For intracellular protein delivery, the authors conjugated the oligomer with a bio-reversible disulfide bond to yield positively-charged particles \(\sim30\) nm. The resulting protein carrier with precise and low
molecular weight exhibited cellular uptake and efficient endosomal escape of protein cargo. Nuclear eGFP and β-galactosidase were transduced with resulting respective nuclear subcellularization and enzymatic activity, indicating that the protein retained its biological function.

Zimmerman and co-workers enhanced the ability of superoxide dismutase 1 (SOD1) to be delivered across the blood brain barrier (BBB) by conjugating free amine groups on the enzyme with poly(2-oxazoline) (POx) block copolymers, P(MeOx-b-BuOx) or P(EtOx-b-BuOx), composed of (1) hydrophilic 2-methyl-2-oxazoline (MeOx) or 2-ethyl-2-oxazoline (EtOx) and (2) hydrophobic-butyl-2-oxazoline (BuOx) repeating units. The conjugates formed 8 or 20 nm aggregates in aqueous solution and retained 30-50% of SOD1 activity. Conjugates did not display toxicity to neurons and were internalized through lipid raft/caveolae. Studies in mice indicated that the SOD1-POx conjugates showed increased half life and enhanced penetration to the BBB to accumulate in brain parenchyma. The conjugates maintained high stability both in the serum and brain of mice, further validating SOD1-POx conjugates as promising candidates as macromolecular antioxidant therapies for superoxide-associated diseases such as Ang II-induced neurocardiovascular disease.

1.1.2. Physical adsorption and interaction

One major disadvantage of covalent conjugation of carrier to protein is that the cargo is chemically modified, often in a nonspecific fashion. This may lead to deleterious effects on the activities of the cargo. An alternate, commonly used method without covalent modification is the self-assembly between the protein and the nanocarrier. The spontaneous assembly is typically facilitated by physical adsorption, which is driven by electrostatic forces or van der Waals interactions. For example, PEI-protein complexes were used to deliver fluorescently-labeled avidin and a functional lamin antibody to the cytosol of fibroblast cells which localized at the lamin site and induced morphological changes.\\n
Hu et al. have utilized emulsion polymerization to generate pH-responsive core-shell
nanostructures to load and deliver small molecules and proteins.\textsuperscript{47} The pH-sensitive core of nanoparticles was formed by a tertiary amine monomer (2-diethylamino ethyl methacrylate (DEAEMA); $pK_b \approx 7.0-7.3$) (Table 3) and a crosslinker (poly(ethylene glycol) dimethacrylate (PEGDMA; $pK_b \approx 11$); while the pH-insensitive hydrophilic shell layer was formed by the addition of a primary amine monomer (2-aminoethyl methacrylate (AEMA)). Highly monodisperse particles were synthesized with a diameter of $\sim 205$ nm at pH 7.4. Remarkably, these particles exhibited an abrupt size change between pH 7.0 and 6.8. The diameter increased by 2.8-fold upon moving from buffer solution with pH 7.4 (extracellular/cytosolic environment) to pH 5 (endolysosomal environment) at $37^\circ C$, corresponding to a $\sim 22$-fold volume change. OVA was mixed with core-shell nanoparticles via electrostatic adsorption. After incubation of protein-containing nanoparticles with bone marrow-derived dendritic cells (BMDCs) for 1h at $37^\circ C$, fluorescently-tagged OVA was clearly observed in the cytosol and nucleus in BMDCs. As expected, DCs treated with OVA-loaded pH-responsive nanoparticles elicited 4-fold more cytokine interferon-$\gamma$ (IFN-$\gamma$) secretion compared to free OVA without carriers.

Akiyoshi and coworkers demonstrated effective intracellular delivery of anionic proteins using self-assembled cationic nanogels.\textsuperscript{48} The cationic nanogel matrix stabilized encapsulated protein molecules and prevented aggregation (Table 2). To enhance the cationic properties of the nanogel, the authors functionalized cholesteryl group-bearing pullulan (CHP) with an ethylenediamine group to form CHPNH$_2$. This in turn resulted in strong interaction with anionic FITC-BSA, and led to the formation of $<50$ nm nanoparticles by self-assembly in water. Flow cytometry analysis showed more efficient intracellular uptake into HeLa cells using CHPNH$_2$ nanogels compared to cationic liposomes and protein transduction domain-based carriers, both in the presence and absence of serum. Nanogels were observed to undergo macropinocytosis, escape into the cytosol, and dissociate into protein and CHPNH$_2$. Dissociation of the nanogel complex was attributed to an exchange
mechanism resulting from substitution of protein with other intracellular hydrophobic substrates. Cell viability did not decrease after 24 h incubation of 100 nM nanogels, indicating the polymer vehicle is biocompatible. Sub-cellular delivery of target protein into nuclei by CHPNH₂ nanogels was also demonstrated using nuclear localization signal (NLS) tagged GFP. Recently, Kiyono and coworkers extended cationic CHP nanogels to construct an intranasal antigen-delivery vehicle for adjuvant-free vaccination.⁴⁹ A non-toxic receptor-binding fragment of C. botulinum type-A neurotoxin subunit antigen Hc (BoHc/A) was selected as a prototype vaccine antigen. They successfully demonstrated that CHP nanogels loaded with BoHc/A continuously attached to the nasal epithelium and were effectively internalized by CD11c⁺ dendritic cells. A strong botulinum-neurotoxin-A-specific mucosal IgA antibody and serum IgG and secretory responses was effectively induced in the absence of co-administration of the mucosal adjuvant, whereas responses were not observed in mice immunized with naked BoHc/A or control PBS. Moreover, the authors validated that [₁₁₁⁵]In-labelled BoHc/A nanogels did not accumulate in the olfactory bulbs or brain, which eliminated safety concerns of the potential internalization of antigens to the central nervous system (CNS). CHP nanogels were also engineered to be degradable in acidic conditions.⁵⁰

Zimmerman and coworkers demonstrated effective intracellular delivery of copper/zinc superoxide dismutase (CuZnSOD), which can scavenge O₂⁻ intermediates resulting from aberrant AngII signaling in the central nervous system in a multitude of cardiovascular diseases.⁵¹ “Nanozymes” were created by complexing CuZnSOD with a copolymer of PEI and PEG to create polyion complexes. When the nanozymes were delivered to mouse catecholaminergic CATH neurons, the increase in O₂⁻ intermediates caused by AngII was significantly inhibited compared to untreated neurons or neurons treated with native CuZnSOD. When CuZnSOD nanozymes were injected in vivo using an intracarotid injection into rabbits along with intracerebroventricular-delivered AngII, the
responses of AngII were significantly inhibited without any toxic effects. In comparison, intracarotid injection of free CuZnSOD or PEI-PEG copolymer did not exhibit inhibition of AngII responses.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Types of Nanocarriers</th>
<th>Physical Properties</th>
<th>Delivered Protein</th>
<th>Cell Lines Used</th>
<th>Refs</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>PEI-cationized proteins through chemical conjugation</td>
<td>positively charged</td>
<td>RNase; eGFP; IgG; anti-S100C; p53; simian virus 40 large T-antigen</td>
<td>NIH-3T3; KMS-6; OUMS-36; HEK293; HeLa; K562; HFL-1; Saos-2</td>
<td>33-38</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PPAAc-NH₂/Streptavidin</td>
<td></td>
<td>biotinylated anti-CD3 antibody</td>
<td>Jurkat</td>
<td>39</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Glucose-coated beads</td>
<td>size: ~150 nm</td>
<td>EGFP</td>
<td>mES; Hela</td>
<td>41</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cationic oligomer-conjugated proteins</td>
<td>size~30 nm; positively charged</td>
<td>nuclear EGFP, β-Galactosidase</td>
<td>HeLa; 3T3; NeuroDA</td>
<td>42, 43</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Protein-POx conjugates</td>
<td>size=8 or 20 nm</td>
<td>SOD1</td>
<td>CATHa, Mouse brain cells</td>
<td>45</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PEI-self assembled protein conjugates</td>
<td>positively charged</td>
<td>Avidin, anti-lamin antibody</td>
<td>U87; HCA2 fibroblasts</td>
<td>46</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Self-assembled cationic nanogels</td>
<td>size: ~20-40 nm</td>
<td>BSA; β-Galactosidase; Tat-NLS-GFP; BoHc/A</td>
<td>CHO-K1; cos-7; NIH-3T3; HeLa; Nasal mucosal dendritic cells</td>
<td>48-50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Acid-degradable particles by inverse emulsion polymerization</td>
<td>size: 200~500 nm</td>
<td>OVA</td>
<td>RAW309.1 CR macrophage</td>
<td>52</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Acid-degradable particles by double emulsion evaporation</td>
<td>size: ~250 nm</td>
<td>OVA</td>
<td>RAW309.1 CR macrophage</td>
<td>53, 54</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PLGA particles by emulsion/solvent evaporation</td>
<td>size~300 nm</td>
<td>polyIC; OVA</td>
<td>mice lymph nodes</td>
<td>55</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Single-protein nanocapsules</td>
<td>size: 8-20 nm; positively charged</td>
<td>GFP; BSA; HRP; SOD; Caspase-3; Klf4</td>
<td>HeLa; MCF-7; CHO; MEF</td>
<td>56-58</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Charge-conversional polyion complex (PIC) micelles</td>
<td>size: ~ 50 nm; positively charged</td>
<td>Cytochrome c; anti-NPC mouse IgG</td>
<td>HuH-7</td>
<td>59, 60</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Amphiphilic poly(amino acid) derivatives</td>
<td>size: 250-300 nm; negatively charged</td>
<td>OVA</td>
<td>Immature DCs</td>
<td>61</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Layer by Layer PMA₆₇ and PVPON capsules</td>
<td>size: ~500 nm</td>
<td>KP9</td>
<td>blood cells from simian immunodeficiency virus model ex vivo</td>
<td>62, 63</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Yang and coworkers exploited biodegradable, cationic and amphiphilic copolymer poly(\(N\)-methyldietheneamine sebacate)-co-[(cholesteryl oxocarbonylamido ethyl) methyl bis(ethylene) ammonium bromide] sebacate) (P(MDS-co-CES)) (Table 3) to deliver lectin A-chain, an anticancer glycoprotein. The nano-complexes had an average size of ~ 150 nm and \(\zeta\)-potential of ~ +30 mV. Cytotoxicity assays of lectin A-chain delivered by polymeric nanoparticles were performed towards various cell lines. The IC\(_{50}\) values were 20, 50, 40 and 100 ppm for MDA-MB-231, HeLa, HepG2 and 4T1 cells, respectively. In comparison, lipid-based BioPorter/lectin A-chain complexes showed significantly weaker cytotoxicity indicating less efficient intracellular delivery of lectin A-chain. The difference can be attributed to greater cellular uptake, stability and endosomal buffering capacity of nanoparticle/lectin A-chain complexes.

Hasadsri et al. utilized polybutylcyanoacrylate (PBCA) as an effective carrier to deliver specific proteins to neurons. PBCA nanoparticles undergo degradation in vivo due to enzymatic ester hydrolysis which produces a primary alcohol, butanol, and water soluble poly(2-cyanoacrylic acid). The nanoparticles (200-250 nm) were synthesized using anionic polymerization with dextran as a stabilizer. Incubation of nanoparticles with protein led to formation of the loaded delivery vehicle via adsorption. Effective delivery of three different proteins to neuronal cultures were demonstrated: recombinant \textit{E.coli} \(\beta\)-galactosidase, recombinant human Myc-tagged rhoG and anti-\(\alpha\)-synuclein mouse monoclonal antibody H3C. Each of the three protein cargo were shown to be successfully delivered indicated by positive staining for \(\beta\)-gal activity, morphological changes in response to rhoG and immunostaining of \(\alpha\)-synuclein. Notably, the nanoparticle delivery of rhoG led to neurite outgrowth and differentiation on PC12 cells after only 2 days whereas genetic transfection of rhoG required 4 days.
1.1.3. Emulsion-based encapsulation

Fréchet and colleagues have widely explored protein intracellular delivery through emulsion-based encapsulation that can degrade in the acidic environment of endosomes. Murthy et al. encapsulated OVA in particles sized from 200-500 nm using acrylamide as the monomer and an acid degradable crosslinker containing a hydrophilic triglyme moiety as shown in Table 3.\textsuperscript{52} Particles were prepared using an inverse microemulsion technique where the aqueous phase (monomer, protein, and crosslinker) was dispersed via sonication in the organic phase (hexane and surfactants, Tween 80 and Span 80). After free radical initiator was added, polymerization around the protein formed water-soluble microparticles. Whereas only 10% protein was released over 5 hours at pH 7.4, 80% of encapsulated protein was released at an acidic, endosomal pH 5.0. Acid-degradable protein nanoparticles activated three times more OVA-specific cytotoxic lymphocytes after delivery to antigen presenting cells compared to native OVA and showed 75% viability at 5 mg/mL. This study demonstrated acid-degradable nanoparticles as promising carriers for protein-based vaccines. To investigate the effect of particle size on the activation of T-cells with the treatment by antigen-presenting cells, Cohen et al. prepared OVA particles with mean diameters of 35 nm and 3.5 µm by emulsion and microemulsion based polymerization.\textsuperscript{66} In vivo studies suggested that there was no significant difference for both sizes of particles in stimulating the proliferation of T-cells and both were able to generate antigen-specific cytotoxic T-cell response upon coadministration with immunostimulatory DNA. Furthermore, the double emulsion water/oil/water evaporation method was also explored, by incorporating biocompatible and degradable polymers, such as acetalated-dextran\textsuperscript{54, 67} and polyurethane\textsuperscript{53} with acetal moieties. In order to achieve high cell-penetrating ability and enhance subsequent activity, protein nanoparticles were conjugated with unmethylated CpG oligonucleotide ligands\textsuperscript{68} or cell-penetrating peptides\textsuperscript{67, 69}. 
Irvine and co-workers also utilized emulsion methods to fabricate nanoparticles for intracellular delivery. Emulsion-solvent evaporation was used using lipids as surfactants for particle synthesis to yield lipid-containing biodegradable poly(D,L-lactide-co-glycolide) PLGA particles.\textsuperscript{55, 70} PLGA nanoparticles ~300 nm were loaded with the Toll-like receptor-3 ligand poly(inosinic:cytidylic acid) (polyIC) and were injected into the lymph nodes of mice. Intranal injection of the PLGA nanoparticles were able to increase the persistence of polyIC in lymph nodes, thereby increasing the accumulation of Toll-like receptor agonist in lymph node resident antigen presenting cells and increase activation of dendritic cells. When coupled with ovalbumin as an adjuvant, PLGA-polyIC particles enhanced the humoral response and expanded OVA-specific T cells.

Generally, microencapsulation techniques require multiple steps that may deteriorate protein stability and activity, including exposure to organic and aqueous interfaces, shear stress during homogenization of phases, and lyophilization. To combat these issues, Diwan \textit{et al.} enhanced protein stability during encapsulation in PLGA microspheres by PEGylating the surface amine groups of lysozyme with methoxy-polyethylene glycol succinimidyl succinate.\textsuperscript{71} PEGylated lysozyme formed less aggregates during the encapsulation process and exhibited a near complete, sustained release of protein over 85 days compared to native lysozyme which suffered aggregation and a 65% burst release \textit{in vitro}. Utama \textit{et al.} also aimed to modify the emulsion nanoparticle synthesis to avoid denaturation of the protein by radicals.\textsuperscript{72} A reverse mini-emulsion procedure was used to fabricate hollow polymeric nanoparticles with methyl methacrylate monomer and ethylene glycol dimethacrylate crosslinker using periphery RAFT polymerization to ensure that the protein remained within the reaction-free aqueous phase. The ~200 nm nanoparticles showed spherical structure and displayed controlled release of encapsulated BSA over three days.

1.1.4. \textit{In situ} polymerization

Different from emulsion-assisted encapsulation, \textit{in situ} polymerization-based
encapsulation occurs on the surface of core materials, similar to interfacial polymerization. Yan et al. have developed an intracellular delivery strategy based on nanocapsules that consist of a single-protein core and thin polymer shell anchored covalently to the protein core. Briefly, polymerizable vinyl groups are covalently linked to the protein; subsequently, polymerization is performed in an aqueous solution containing monomers and crosslinker to wrap each protein core with a thin polymer shell that can protect the protein content from denaturation and proteolysis. This scheme enabled the synthesis of protein nanocapsules with non-degradable or degradable shells by using non-degradable or degradable crosslinker (Table 3), respectively. TEM and AFM images of horseradish peroxidase (HRP) indicated these nanocapsules were spherical with uniform diameter around 15 nm. By labeling each HRP molecule with a single 1.4 nm gold nanoparticle, most nanocapsules observed contained only one single gold nanoparticle, further confirming a single-protein core-shell structure. Nanocapsules encapsulating a wide variety of reporter and functional proteins including eGFP, HRP, BSA, superoxide dismutase (SOD), and caspase-3. Non-degradable nanocapsules exhibited long-term intracellular stability while degradable nanocapsules dissociated in the acidic environment in the endosome. The cells treated with eGFP nanocapsules showed significantly higher fluorescence intensity than those with native eGFP and TAT-fused eGFP. Further cellular internalization studies suggested that the eGFP nanocapsule uptake was through a clathrin/caveolae-mediated endocytosis pathway. The authors also demonstrated in vivo stability of nanocapsules. eGFP nanocapsules remained intense fluorescence even 50 h after injection to nude mice, while HRP nanocapsules showed enzymatic activity 8 h after injection. Recently, Du et al. utilized the “single protein nanocapsule” concept to encapsulate HRP and decorate the polymeric shell of nanocapsules with quantum dots (QDs) for a bioluminescence study. The bioluminescence generated from HRP-mediated oxidation of luminol can well-overlap with the absorbance wavelengths of QDs, which enables their effective bioluminescence...
resonance energy transfer (BRET). The maximum BRET efficiency can be achieved by adjusting the enzyme/QD conjugation ratio. Furthermore, Gu et al. developed a fluorescence resonance energy transfer (FRET)-based protease detection strategy, using a single-fluorescent-protein nanogel as donor and a dark quencher as acceptor linked by a photolabile caged-peptide.\(^ \text{74} \) Utilizing caspase-3 as a target protease, the authors demonstrated this design can be used for on-demand probing of protease activity within cells in a UV-responsive fashion.

Gu and Tang et al. conceived a new approach for preparation of single protein nanocapsules in which the protein was encapsulated by an enzymatically degradable polymeric network.\(^ \text{57} \) Instead of irreversible, pre-modification of protein surface, the protein cargo was reversibly encapsulated within a thin polymer shell through physical adsorption of monomers/crosslinkers and followed in situ polymerization. The crosslinker that interconnected the polymeric matrix was a peptide linker that can be cleaved by a specific protease. Caspase-3 was selected as the model protein and bisacrylated peptide crosslinker containing Asp-Glu-Val-Asp (DEVD), which is the substrate of caspase 3, was used to synthesize a self-degradable nanocapsule. The self-degradation progress was monitored in cell-free systems to occur at 37°C compared to negligible degradation at 4°C. Degradable nanogels were shown to induce apoptosis when delivered to a variety of mammalian cells in comparison to nanogels constructed with non-degradable crosslinker or native protein. To
achieve a spatiotemporal control of caspase-3 nanocapsule degradation, the P1 aspartic acid was conjugated to a photolabile o-nitrobenzyl ester moiety. Only after decaging of the aspartic acid was caspase-3 able to recognize the peptide substrate and cleave the polymeric shell. In comparison, cells treated with only caspase-3 nanocapsules without UV or cells treated with only UV did not show significant cell death. Nanocapsules for intracellular protein delivery were generalized through engineered crosslinkers including a redox-responsive moiety as well as an endoprotease-degradable crosslinker, which will be discussed in more detail later.

1.1.5. Polymeric micelles

In 2009, Lee et al. reported a new delivery strategy based on 50 nm core-shell structured polyionic complex (PIC) micelles, which are formed via electrostatic interactions. Block copolymers were synthesized to incorporate both ionic and neutral regions and were subsequently allowed to associate with counterions of the charged region thereby creating micelles. In this study, the cationic protein cytochrome c was modified with citraconic and cis-aconitic anhydrides to invert the surface charge and subsequently decrease the pI value. Next PIC micelles were formed between charge-inverted cytochrome c and cationic block copolymer PEG-pAsp(DET) (Table 3). The micelles displayed a charge-conversional property since citraconic amides and cis-aconitic amides are stable at the physiological pH 7.4 but dissociate at endosome pH 5.5. PIC micelles showed efficient cytochrome c endosomal escape and subsequent diffusion to cytosol compared to non-charge-conversion control micelles which contained succinic amide modifications. The authors also demonstrated that the activity of cytochrome c was not compromised upon modification of the surface amine groups. This method demonstrated a stable PIC micelle protein delivery system without the use of cross-linking. Most recently, the authors have extended this technique to deliver a bioactive antibody, anti-NPC (nuclear pore complex) mouse IgG to
human hepatoma cells. They confirmed that the charge-conventional PIC micelles can successfully deliver IgG into cytosol and the IgG recognition toward NPC was highly retained, further promoting applications in cellular imaging and therapeutic targeting of specific antigens. Murthy and co-workers used PIC micelles composed of the block copolymer PEG-poly(L-lysine-dithiopyridine) (PEG-PLDTP) which is grafted with dithiopyridine groups. The resulting core-shell micelles were then cross-linked with a dithiol thereby generating degradable disulfide-crosslinked polyion micelles (DCPM). A model vaccine formulation of OVA and immunostimulatory CpG-DNA protein was incorporated into DCPMs and yielded stable nanoparticles ~50-100 nm. The enzyme catalase was encapsulated in DPCMs and confirmed the ability of PIC micelles to preserve enzyme activity in the core.

Polymeric micelles were also synthesized by Kim et al. in which a positively-charged di-block copolymer conjugate of poly(L-lysine)-poly(ethylene glycol)-folate (PLL-PEG-FOL) was complexed to negatively charged FITC-BSA (Table 3). This method targets specific cells which possess a folate receptor which is a marker for several cancers and could be used for tumor-selective drug delivery. Intracellular uptake was greatly enhanced for the 25 nm complexes made using PLL-PEG-FOL compared to PLL-PEG. To confirm the uptake was due to folate receptor mediated endocytosis, a folate receptor deficient cell line (A549) and folate overexpressing line (KB) were compared. The comparative study showed only an enhanced cellular uptake for the KB cell line upon complexation of FITC-BSA and PLL-PEG-FOL versus PLL-PEG or native FITC-BSA.

Akagi et al. selected biodegradable poly(γ-glutamic acid) (γ-PGA) (Table 3) to deliver target proteins. The β-carboxylate side chains of γ-PGA were modified with hydrophobic amino acid derivatives such as L-phenylalanine ethylester and L-tryptophan methylester. The resulting block copolymer was added to an equal volume of hydrophilic OVA or
recombinant human immunodeficiency virus-1 gp120 to create 250-300 nm protein-loaded nanoparticles. When γ-PGA-gp120 nanoparticles were delivered intranasally to mice, antigen-specific immune responses were detected through induction of IFN-γ-producing splenocytes and antigen-specific CTL activity.

1.1.6. Layer-by-layer encapsulation

Layer-by-layer (LbL) encapsulation is based on the consecutive adsorption of oppositely charged polyelectrolytes around a sacrificial template core, which is followed by chemically dissolution. De Rose et al. applied the LbL strategy to load nanoengineered capsules with an oligopeptide vaccine (KP9 epitope). The pair of polyelectrolytes included biodegradable thiolated poly(methacrylic acid) (PMA_{SH}) and poly(vinylpyrrolidone) (PVPON). The cysteine modified KP9 was first conjugated to PMA_{SH} through disulfide linkage, which can be cleaved inside cells for release of KP9. The resulting KP9 carried polymer was adsorbed onto the amine-grafted silica template particles. PVPON and PMA_{SH} were then alternately assembled. Finally, KP9 encapsulated hollow particles were formed upon the removal of the template. The authors demonstrated that the intracellular delivery of KP9 capsules stimulated a significant proportion of the KP9-specific CD8 T cells, which simultaneously expressed cytokines of IFN-γ and TNF-α. The authors further optimized the LbL capsules to deliver to APCs and demonstrated specific activation of CTLs in a non-human primate model of simian immunodeficiency virus infection ex vivo.

Using the LbL method, Parak and coworkers developed enzymatically degradable capsules for OVA delivery. CaCO₃ particles coprecipitated with BODIPY dye conjugated OVA were selected as the core template. Two bilayers, dextran sulfate/ poly-L-arginine (DEXS/pARG) and sodium poly(styrenesulfonate)/ poly(allylamine hydrochloride) (PSS/PAH) were selected to form degradable and nondegradable shells respectively. Because of the close proximity of dye molecules, the green fluorescence of BODIPY was self-quenched in the
capsule cavity and displayed red excimers. The authors presented that in the case of nondegradable capsules delivered towards embryonic NIH/3T3 fibroblasts, such red emission remained over incubation periods up to several days. In contrast, when using biodegradable DEXS/pARG capsules, the self-quenching of dyes was relieved and bright green emission appeared, indicating effective release of proteins upon harnessing of intracellular enzymes.

Recently, Shu et al. employed gradient shell cross-linked hollow polyelectrolyte nanocapsules for protein intracellular delivery. The protein loaded polymeric outer shell consisting of dextran sulfate and chitosan decorated with cysteamine was formed by four steps: 1) loading target protein to the β-cyclodextrin functionalized silica spheres through physical adsorption; 2) LbL assembling polymers (Table 3) on silica spheres; 3) cross-linking thiols to generate polymeric matrix; and 4) removal of silica core-based templates. The authors demonstrated this disulfide bond gradient cross-linked nanocapsules had both reduction and pH sensitivity. Using BSA as a model protein, the release of protein from nanocapsules was performed in the buffer solution of pH 1.4 (simulating the pH in the stomach) and 6.8 (simulating the extracellular pH). The authors demonstrated that the cross-linked nanocapsules can remain stable in physiological pH levels and protect the loss of protein in the gastric cavity. It is noteworthy that this approach can not only reduce the loss of protein in acidic environments, but also achieve the sustained release of protein in the cytosol.
Table 3. Selected polymers and monomers used for polymeric nanocarriers used for protein delivery

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Loading Methods</th>
<th>Polymer or Monomers</th>
<th>Ref.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Direct attachment</td>
<td>polyethyleneimine (PEI)</td>
<td>33</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>poly(propylacrylic acid) (PPAAc)</td>
<td>39</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Physical adsorption</td>
<td>core monomer + crosslinker + shell monomer</td>
<td>47</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>DEAEMA</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>PEGDMA</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>AEMA</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Microemulsion-based encapsulation</td>
<td>Poly(N-methyllditheneamine sebacate)-co-[(cholesteryl oxocarbonylamido ethyl) methyl bis(ethylene) ammonium bromide] sebacate] (P(MDS-co-CES))</td>
<td>64</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>acid-degradable crosslinker + acrylamide</td>
<td>52</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Polyurethane with acetal</td>
<td>53</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
**Acetyl-derivatized dextran**

**In situ polymerization**

\[
\text{acrylamide} + \text{2-dimethylaminoethyl methacrylate} \\
+ \text{N,N'-methylene bisacrylamide} \quad \text{or} \quad \text{glycerol dimethacrylate}
\]

**Polymeric micelles**

**Polyethylene glycol-poly(N-[N'-{(2-aminoethyl)-2-aminoethyl]aspartamide}) (PEG-pAsp(DET))**

**Poly(L-lysine)-poly(ethylene glycol)-folate (PLL-PEG-FOL)**

\[
\text{(γ-PGA)-poly(L-phenylalanine ethylester) or (γ-PGA)-poly(L-tryptophan methylester)}
\]

**Layer-by-layer encapsulation**

**Cysteine-conjugated chitosan**
1.2. Transcription Factor-Mediated Cell Therapy

Transcription factors (TFs) are modular proteins that include one or more DNA binding domains capable of attaching to specific sequences and regulating transcription of specific genes.\textsuperscript{80, 81} As such, TFs are the primary regulatory components of cells and can determine the expression of all genes, including those imperative for cellular development and cell cycle control. The expression of specific TFs is also regulated by elaborate control mechanisms in response to different intracellular and extracellular signals.\textsuperscript{82, 83} The discovery that the diversity of different cell lineages can result from the varying combinations of TF expression has enormously impacted the field of regenerative medicine, which aims to replace diseased cells with healthy, functional cells of the same type.\textsuperscript{84, 85}

1.2.1. Delivery of TFs for pluripotency

Embryonic stem cells (ESCs) are cells which derive from the inner cell mass of an early-stage embryo or blastocyst.\textsuperscript{86} ESCs are pluripotent, meaning that they possess the ability to differentiate into cells of all three germ layers: the endoderm, mesoderm and ectoderm which make up all cell types in the human body. Furthermore, ESCs have the ability for indefinite self-renewal in specific conditions which allows expansion to many cells \textit{in vitro}.\textsuperscript{87} Due to their unlimited self-renewal and pluripotent properties, ESCs have widespread therapeutic potential for research applications and regenerative therapies.\textsuperscript{88} For example, ESCs have been used to derive healthy cell types to treat diseases such as Parkinson’s\textsuperscript{89}, diabetes\textsuperscript{90}, muscular dystrophy\textsuperscript{91} and sickle cell anemia\textsuperscript{92}, to name a few. However, ethical concerns regarding the source of embryonic stem cells have plagued the advancement of research.\textsuperscript{93} Embryos reach the blastocyst stage 4 to 5 days after being fertilized; as a result, isolating the ESCs from the inner cell mass of the blastocyst results in destruction of a fertilized human embryo, thereby raising ethical and moral issues.

For these reasons, the discovery that terminally differentiated cells can be reprogrammed into induced pluripotent stem (iPS) cells using ectopic expression of four specific
TFs has shown great promise for medical applications while avoiding the ethical controversies associated with ESCs. The first production of iPS cells were obtained by exogenous delivery of four TFs, Oct4, Sox2, Klf4 and c-Myc, into mouse embryonic or adult fibroblast cells which then displayed the capability to differentiate into healthy functional cells of all three germ layers. The generation of iPS cells suggested the possibility of disease and patient-specific regenerative medicine therapies. That is, iPS cells created from a patient and subsequently differentiated into specific cell types for disease therapy could avoid immunological rejection, a primary concern arising from transplantation with ESCs. Furthermore, iPS cells can serve as a powerful means to create disease models in culture and to screen the efficacy and safety of drugs. Since the first discovery of iPS cells, researchers displayed the ability of iPS cells to form adult cells when injected into mouse embryos. The first human iPS cells were soon generated by three research groups and were followed by iPS cell formation from a variety of human tissues including neurons, stomach and liver, pancreatic and immune

Figure 5. Schematic demonstrating patient-specific therapy process for reprogramming and transdifferentiation. Skin cells extracted from the patient can be reprogrammed into induced pluripotent (iPS) cells for subsequent differentiation into target cells such as macrophages. Macrophages can then be transplanted into the patient’s lymph nodes. In transdifferentiation, skin cells can be directly differentiated into macrophages with specific TFs that can be transplanted into the patient.
Several additional TFs and small molecules which can enhance the efficiency and formation of iPS cells have also been identified. Scientists have used iPS cells to cure mice with sickle cell anemia, Parkinson's disease and hemophilia. Models to study diseases such as amyotrophic lateral sclerosis, Huntington's disease, spinal muscular atrophy and type I diabetes have been created as well as fully three dimensional intestinal tissue models.

In one landmark study, researchers used reprogrammed cells to produce living mice by transplanting iPS cells into the embryo of mother mice.

Despite the abundance of promising studies to promote iPS cells as tools to treat and study diseases, there are several studies suggesting that iPS cells and ES cells are significantly different despite their similar phenotypes. ES and iPS cells have varying gene expression, differentiation and proliferation profiles as well as differences in disease modeling. It is difficult to reprogram certain cells into iPS cells and erase epigenetic memory from the original cell type. Furthermore, the generation of iPS cells remains lengthy, complex and expensive, posing a challenge for large scale cell therapies. Evaluation of lab-generated iPS cells remains a source of discussion as criteria can vary between various laboratories. Additionally, difficulties with transplantation of iPS cells into the body and efficient integration of the generated tissue without generation of tumors remains challenging. A method to circumvent these issues is to directly reprogram differentiated cells into different lineages by using transdifferentiation.

**1.2.2. TF delivery for Transdifferentiation of Cells**

Transdifferentiation refers to the process in which differentiated adult cells of one type are directly and efficiently converted into functional cells of another type, excluding the need to reprogram cells into a pluripotent state first. Several studies have demonstrated transdifferentiation of cells to convert cell lineages producing cells relevant for treatment of various diseases which could be used for creating disease models, studying TF action and lineage determination and patient-specific cell transplantation. In addition, cell division is not
required for direct lineage conversion as is the case with iPS cell reprogramming. In addition to one less step in the conversion process, cell transdifferentiation is much faster, has higher efficiency and allows screening of numerous individuals in contrast to iPS cell reprogramming. The differences between cell reprogramming and transdifferentiation are outlined in Figure 5.

TFs can be ectopically introduced into cells to induce transdifferentiation into different cell types. Specific TFs can also dedifferentiate cells into immature forms as evidenced by the demyelination of Schwann cells when c-Jun expression is increased, thereby allowing cell proliferation for replacement of damaged cells after nerve injuries. Key TFs for transdifferentiation from different cell lineages have been identified as shown in Table 4. The first example of transdifferentiation occurred from the muscle TF, MyoD which was able to convert fibroblasts into muscle cells. Further studies elucidated the ability of MyoD to convert a diverse array of cell lines such as melanoma, neuroblastoma, liver, retinal pigmented epithelia and adipose-derived cells. Several TFs have also been identified which allow one blood type to differentiate into another. For example, GATA-1 displayed the ability to reprogram monocytic precursors to eosinophils, thrombocytes and erythroblasts. Additionally, the conversion of B cells to macrophages has been demonstrated using CCAAT-enhancer-binding

Table 4. Summary of recent efforts using TFs to transdifferentiate adult cells to different lineages

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Starting Cells</th>
<th>TFs</th>
<th>Target Cell Type</th>
<th>Disease Application</th>
<th>References</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Fibroblasts</td>
<td>MyoD</td>
<td>Muscle Cells</td>
<td>Muscular Dystrophy</td>
<td>126-129</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Oct4</td>
<td>Blood progenitors</td>
<td>Blood Loss</td>
<td>131</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>PU.1., CEBPα and β</td>
<td>Macrophage</td>
<td>Immunodeficiencies, Infection Susceptibility</td>
<td>132</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Ascl1, Brn2 and Myt11</td>
<td>Neurons</td>
<td>Motor neuron disease, spinal cord injury</td>
<td>133</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Gata4, Mef2c, Tbx5</td>
<td>Cardiomyocytes</td>
<td>Myocardial infarction</td>
<td>134</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Prdm16, CEBPβ</td>
<td>Brown Fat</td>
<td>Hypothermia</td>
<td>135</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Gata4, Hnf1α,</td>
<td>Hepatocytes</td>
<td>Liver Damage</td>
<td>136</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Source of Hematopoietic TFs</td>
<td>MyoD</td>
<td>Foxa3, p19ARF knockdown</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>----------------------------</td>
<td>------</td>
<td>------------------------</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pigment, Nerve, Fat, Liver, and Cells</td>
<td>MyoD</td>
<td>Myotube cells</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chondroblasts, Smooth-Muscle, and Retinal Pigmented Epithelial-Cells</td>
<td>MyoD</td>
<td>Myotube and Myoblast cells</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Monocytic precursors</td>
<td>GATA1</td>
<td>Erythroid-megakaryocytic cells, eosinophils</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>B cells</td>
<td>CEBPα and β</td>
<td>Macrophages</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pax 5 ablation</td>
<td>T cells</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>naive/pre T cells</td>
<td>CEPα or β</td>
<td>Macrophages</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>PU.1.</td>
<td>Dendritic Cells</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Foxp3</td>
<td>Regulatory T cells</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hepatocytes</td>
<td>Pdx1</td>
<td>Pancreatic β-cells</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pancreatic Exocrine Cells</td>
<td>Pdx1, Ngn3, Mafa</td>
<td>Pancreatic β-cells</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>CEBPα and β</td>
<td>Hepatocytes</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>B Cell lymphoma</td>
<td>CEB-α</td>
<td>Macrophage</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

protein-α (CEBPα) and CEBPβ. B cells can be converted to T cells by ablation of the Pax5 TF which can then undergo transdifferentiation to macrophages by using CEBPα and β. The order of hematopoietic TFs used for transdifferentiation is a crucial variable for the target cell outcome. Foxp3 has been identified as a key TF to transdifferentiate naive T cells into regulatory T cells. Lineage switch to blood progenitors has also been demonstrated by delivery of Oct4 into human fibroblasts or PU.1 and CEBPα and β into macrophage-like...
cells. \textit{Pdx1} has been elucidated as a master transcription factor necessary for the development of pancreatic β-cells and several experiments overexpressing \textit{Pdx1} in liver cells demonstrated conversion of adult hepatocytes into pancreatic β-cells. \textit{Pdx1} along with \textit{Ngn3} and \textit{Mafa} were used to transdifferentiate pancreatic exocrine cells into β-cells \textit{in vivo}. It is also possible to transdifferentiate mouse fibroblasts into functional neurons using three TFs: \textit{Ascl1}, \textit{Brn2} and \textit{Myt1l} for neurons. Fibroblasts have also been transdifferentiated into cardiomyocytes using 13 TFs and epigenetic remodeling factors in knockout mice; three critical TFs, \textit{Gata4}, \textit{Mef2c} and \textit{Tbx5} were found to be critical in the transdifferentiation process.

As discussed above, controlling intracellular levels of specific TFs is a powerful method to redirect cellular fate and produce healthy functioning cells of desired lineages. The production of specific cell types can lead to clinically relevant cell sources such as healthy neural cells for Parkinson’s disease or spinal cord injuries, islet β-cells for diabetes, cardiomyocytes for myocardial infarction and blood cells for immune deficiencies, for example. Transdifferentiation of diseased cells may also impair the resilience of the disease as was demonstrated by a study in which \textit{CEBPα} induced transdifferentiation of B lymphoma and leukemia cell lines into macrophages weakened tumorigenicity. Developing tools to directly deliver TFs to specific cells can therefore have widespread therapeutic value in regenerative medicine.

\textbf{1.2.3. Delivery of TFs for Cell Therapies}

Delivery of TFs to redirect cell fate has been explored primarily through retroviral or lentiviral methods. These methods have raised safety concerns due to the incidence of viral integration within endogenous genomes leading to unintended gene activation. When human patients with X-linked severe combined immunodeficiency were treated with retroviral gene therapy, the protooncogene \textit{LMO2} was activated and resulted in leukemia. Another safety risk for retroviral or lentiviral delivery is transgene reactivation. When retroviral OSKMs factors were used to produce iPS cells and subsequently implanted in chimeric mice, ~50%
mice formed tumors. Another study found the formation of iPS cells with viruses without OSKM factors, suggesting that the genotoxicity of lentiviral vectors alone may alone play a role in somatic cell reprogramming derivation. To address these concerns, TF delivery for generation of iPS cells has been explored using adenoviruses, plasmids and transposons followed by transgene removal using Cre-mediated excision. However safety issues of delivering TFs using genetic methods remain widespread due to the potential for unexpected genetic modifications by the exogenous sequences in target cells. Furthermore, extensive analysis of produced cells using Southern blotting, PCR analysis and/or sequencing is necessary to confirm the absence of integration into the host genome. Advantages and disadvantages of each delivery vehicle are summarized in Table 5.

Several groups have identified chemicals or small molecules which can replace virus-delivered TFs during iPS cell formation. For example, DNA methyltransferase and histone deacetylase (HDAC) inhibitors such as valproic acid can improve reprogramming efficiency while avoiding the use of the oncogene, c-Myc. Other studies have delivered TFs by introducing mRNA into cells instead of DNA which avoids the need for nuclear delivery and results in high reprogramming efficiency. To avoid the introduction of foreign genetic material into the cell, TFs can be introduced directly as recombinant proteins fused with protein transduction domain (PTD) tags. However as mentioned earlier, PTD-tagged proteins suffer from inefficient escape of transduced protein from endosomes to the cytosol, degradation and inactivation of protein during the cellular uptake process. TF delivery using proteins remains very inefficient due to several challenges of protein-mediated delivery as outlined in Table 5. For patient-specific therapies and development of disease models, safety precautions of cellular reprogramming are extremely important. As such, the need for efficacious and transient technologies for TF delivery remains a critical aim for cell-based therapies to achieve their full potential.
Table 5. Summary of delivery vehicles used for TF delivery in recent years. Advantages and disadvantages of all methods are outlined.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>TF Delivery Vehicle</th>
<th>Advantages</th>
<th>Disadvantages</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Retrovirus</td>
<td>• Low immunogenicity&lt;br&gt;• Possible to shuttle large DNA fragments (8 kb)&lt;br&gt;• High transfection efficiency</td>
<td>• Does not transduce non-dividing cells&lt;br&gt;• Insertional mutagenesis</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lentivirus</td>
<td>• Able to transduce non-dividing cells&lt;br&gt;• Low immunogenicity&lt;br&gt;• Possible to shuttle large DNA fragments (8 kb)&lt;br&gt;• High transfection efficiency</td>
<td>• Site of integration is unpredictable</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Adenovirus</td>
<td>• High titer and easy propagation&lt;br&gt;• Infects both replicating and non-dividing cells&lt;br&gt;• Insertion of large DNA&lt;br&gt;• Non-integrative&lt;br&gt;• No replication during cell division</td>
<td>• High immunogenicity inducing humoral immune responses that can be fatal&lt;br&gt;• Viral proteins can be expressed after vector administration&lt;br&gt;• Lower efficiency</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>plasmid DNA</td>
<td>• No genomic integration&lt;br&gt;• Limitation of delivered DNA size&lt;br&gt;• Low immunological reactions</td>
<td>• Low efficiency&lt;br&gt;• Nuclear delivery is challenging</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>mRNA</td>
<td>• Only cytosolic delivery is required&lt;br&gt;• High efficiency&lt;br&gt;• Protein produced endogenously&lt;br&gt;• Transient process</td>
<td>• mRNA instability&lt;br&gt;• High cost of <em>in vitro</em> transcription&lt;br&gt;• High immune response</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Protein</td>
<td>• No genetic material&lt;br&gt;• Transient process&lt;br&gt;• Safest therapeutic option for delivery</td>
<td>• Instability of protein&lt;br&gt;• Low efficiency&lt;br&gt;• Exogenous protein purification optimization procedures required</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
2. DEVELOPMENT OF AN INTRACELLULAR PROTEIN DELIVERY SYSTEM

2.1. Endoprotease-Mediated Intracellular Protein Delivery Using Nanocapsules

To achieve delivery of native proteins, we recently reported a strategy to first protect, and then remove the protective coating intracellularly without affecting protein function.\textsuperscript{160} We demonstrated intracellular delivery of apoptotic protease caspase-3 (CP3) encapsulated in polymer nanocapsules (NCs) that are crosslinked with peptides that can be degraded by CP3 from within. Although effective as an apoptosis-inducing NC, the strategy is specialized by the requirement that the cargo itself must be proteolytically active to degrade the protective shell. In order to deliver a wide assortment of functional proteins that can interact with different cellular targets, a general mechanism for enzymatic degradation of the NC and release of the protein cargo is needed. Towards this end, we sought to design the NC that can disintegrate and release proteins in response to the essential endoprotease furin (53 kDa), which is a ubiquitous proprotein convertase expressed in all eukaryotic organisms and many mammalian cells.\textsuperscript{161, 162}

2.1.1. Furin: An Endoprotease for Inspiration of a Biomimetic Delivery Vehicle

Furin is localized in various intracellular locations and has a preferred substrate in the form $\text{RX(K/R)R} \downarrow$ (R: arginine; K: lysine, X: any amino acid; $\downarrow$: the cleavage site).\textsuperscript{163} Interestingly, furin processes its own cleavage sites to transform its pro-enzyme into a mature form by first cleaving itself in the neutral pH environment of the endoplasmic reticulum followed by a second cleavage in acidic conditions in the trans-Golgi network (TGN) and endosomal system.\textsuperscript{164} After self-activation through cleavage $\text{cis}$, furin becomes primed to act on its many substrates in $\text{trans}$.

Furin has many essential embryogenesis and homeostasis roles which are supported by the lethality observed in mice upon knockout of the furin gene.\textsuperscript{165} (Figure 6) Furin processes a diverse group of endogenous proproteins including growth factors, plasma proteins, dementia-related secretases and cancer-associated extracellular matrix proteinases in which cleavage may lead to homeostasis or abnormalities.\textsuperscript{166} The 16 kDa $\beta$-nerve growth factor ($\beta$-NGF)
precursor is cleaved by furin to allow binding to Trk receptors leading to neuron innervations and survival; in contrast, unprocessed β-NGF binds to neurotrophin receptor p75NTR which leads to apoptosis.\textsuperscript{167} The BRI gene codes for a type-II transmembrane precursor protein which is processed by furin in healthy individuals to release a 23 residue carboxy-terminal peptide \textsuperscript{168}. However, two different mutations in the gene including a nucleotide substitution or decamer duplication cause a 34-residue amyloid peptide to be released upon furin cleavage, resulting in amyloid dementia.\textsuperscript{169} Furin cleavage of the tumor necrosis factor protein ectodysplasin-A, Eda-1, allows paracrine signaling to control the formation of hair, sweat glands and teeth.\textsuperscript{170} Absence of furin cleavage results in proximal juxtacrine signaling observed. Furin is also overexpressed in several types of cancers, likely caused due to its activation of several membrane-type matrix metalloproteinases (MT-MMPs) that play a role in developing and spreading of tumors.\textsuperscript{171} As a result, furin-targeting to combat certain aggressive cancers may be a possible therapeutic option.

In addition to cell-encoded substrates, furin processes a diverse group of foreign proteinaceous substrates, including those from bacterial toxins such as Shiga toxins and anthrax. (Figure 6) Furin processes these foreign substrates in various areas of the cell.\textsuperscript{172-174} Furin cleavage can activate translocation to the cytoplasm and subsequent infection of the cell. In addition to bacterial toxins, furin also activates many pathogenic viruses including HIV-1, measles, Ebola, and avian influenza.\textsuperscript{175} Furin processing in many of these viruses allow the
mature envelope glycoprotein to become exposed. This mature envelope can expose fusogenic peptides which can fuse with the target-cell membrane. A previous study elucidated the significance of a furin-mediated cleavage of the papillomavirus (PV) minor capsid protein L2 for necessary dissociation of the capsid, release of viral DNA and subsequent transfections.\textsuperscript{176} (Figure 7) We were motivated by these existing natural roles of furin, both in the maturation of cellular proteins and activation of foreign invaders. As such, we aimed to design a biomimetic protein delivery vehicle capable of delivering a wide variety of proteins in response to a general degradation trigger that relies on the activities of intracellular protease furin.

2.1.2. Physical Characterization of Protein NCs.

The biomimetic design of our NC was inspired from how natural foreign delivery vehicles, such as viruses, utilize furin to cleave their protective layers leading to release of invading cargo.\textsuperscript{177} Furin-mediated processing of these viruses allows the mature viral envelope to become exposed or leads to disintegration of the capsid, thereby leading to successful transfections. Our strategy was to noncovalently encapsulate the target protein cargo in a thin, positively charged polymer layer, using two monomers and furin-cleavable peptides as
crosslinkers (CLs) (Figure 8A). The peptidyl CLs are analogous to various furin substrates, such as the PV L2 capsid protein. Upon entry into the cell, where furin activities are abundant at various intracellular locations, the crosslinkers are proteolysed and the polymeric matrix degrades, leading to the release of cargo in native form (Figure 8B).

We selected a highly favored furin substrate (RVRR) and synthesized a bisacrylated peptide crosslinker (Ahx-RVRRSK) as the NC crosslinker as shown in Scheme S1. Fmoc chemistry was used to synthesize a peptide with 6-aminohexanoic acid (Ahx) at the N-terminus and a methyltrityl (Mtt)-protected lysine residue at the C-terminus. After selective deprotection and cleavage of the Mtt protection group with 3% trifluoroacetic acid (TFA), the peptide was bisacrylated using acryloyl chloride. This strategy, which utilized differential acid-labile protection groups on the side chains of amino acids to synthesize the crosslinker, allowed acrylation of only the N-terminal and C-terminal free amine groups while preserving the arginine groups unmodified for furin recognition. Additionally, complete synthesis on amide resin resulted in high yield and purity of final peptide product. The crosslinker was purified with HPLC and characterized by LCMS analysis (m/z: [M+2H]^2+=511; [M+3H]^3+=341; expected molecular

Figure 8. Schematics and physical characterization of degradable NCs. (A) Structure of monomers, acrylamide, N-(3-aminopropyl) methacrylamide and synthesized furin-degradable crosslinker used to form NCs. (B) Monomers and furin-degradable crosslinkers are polymerized to create a degradable polymeric matrix around protein. NCs degrade intracellularly and protein releases upon proteolysis of the crosslinkers by furin. (C) TEM images of fresh NCs and (D) NCs after incubation with furin for 10 hrs. (E) eGFP release by 2.5 nmol NCs for 10 hrs. (●) Furin-degradable NCs; Furin-degradable NCs with 1 U (●) and 4 U (●) furin; (●) Furin-degradable NCs with 1 U furin and dec-RVKR-cmk; and (●) NCs with non-degradable crosslinkers. The data represents averages with error bars from three independent experiments.
weight: 1021). Upon incubation with 1 unit of furin, complete cleavage of 1 ng peptide was observed within 2 h (Figure S1 and Figure S3). To prepare the protein-containing NCs, monomers acrylamide (AAm) and positively charged \(N\)-(3-aminopropyl) methacrylamide (APMAAm), and crosslinkers (Figure 8A) were first physically adsorbed onto the surface of the target protein, which included enhanced green fluorescence protein (eGFP), caspase-3 (CP3), bovine serum albumin (BSA), or the transcription factor Klf4, in this study. This was followed by \textit{in situ} free radical interfacial polymerization to form the polymeric shell and assemble the NC, which can disintegrate and release cargo upon furin cleavage.

The sizes of NCs were assessed to be between 10-15 nm by dynamic light scattering (DLS) (Table S1, Figure S4). The NCs displayed positive zeta potential of 7-9 mV (Table S1), which is desired for enhanced intracellular uptake. To evaluate the furin-degradable property of the synthesized NCs, we first examined NCs using transmission electron microscopy (TEM) and observed furin-degradable eGFP NCs to have a compact, spherical shape. In contrast, after 10 hrs incubation with furin (1 unit), the NCs appeared completely dissociated, less robust and were indistinguishable from native eGFP (Figure 8C,D). To confirm that the structural integrity of protein remained intact during NC synthesis and furin digestion, we performed circular dichroism (CD) to examine eGFP before and after NC degradation. CD spectra indicated that the secondary structure of eGFP remained unchanged during the entire NC assembly and disintegration process, and was identical to that of native eGFP in solution (Figure S5).

We then quantified the release of eGFP from NCs using enzyme-linked immunosorbant assay (ELISA) since only released native eGFP is able to bind to anti-GFP-antibody, while encapsulated eGFP is unable to be recognized by the antibody. In addition to furin-degradable NCs, we also examined protein release from non-degradable NCs that were crosslinked using \(N,N'\)-methylene bisacrylamide. In the absence of furin, degradable NCs did not display significant protein release over a period of 24 hrs (Figure 8E), which was comparable to that of
non-degradable NCs. This indicates that eGFP can remain encapsulated in the polymeric shell over an extended period of time and protein diffusion effects are negligible. In contrast, upon addition of 1 unit furin to furin-degradable NCs, a steady increase (~0.15 nmol eGFP/unit of furin-hr) in the amount of free eGFP was observed over 10 hrs, indicating gradual release of eGFP from the NCs. The slower-releasing phase observed before 6 hrs may be attributed to an initial period in which the peptide crosslinkers are being digested by furin. When an increased concentration of enzyme (4 units) was incubated with NCs, the release of protein occurred more rapidly and reached a similar plateau level corresponding to ~80% total eGFP encapsulated. When a competitive furin inhibitor, dec-RVKR-cmk, was added to the assay (10 µM), the release of eGFP was remarkably attenuated to the same level as the non-degradable and furin-free samples. To assess the stability of NCs we performed the eGFP release assay of furin-degradable NCs in conditions established for stability studies of nanoparticles, including the uses of an acidic pH 5.5 buffer and a high salt concentration of 500 mM NaCl. As shown in Figure S6, NCs did not show significant protein release in either of these conditions indicating the NC remains intact and is not subject to non-specific acid hydrolysis or destabilization due to shifts in ionic strength. These combined results confirmed that the release of native eGFP from the NCs was specifically dependent on the enzymatic activities of furin.

2.1.3. Intracellular Furin-mediated Native Protein Delivery in CHO cell lines.

Having established the furin-dependent degradability of the NCs, we then sought to demonstrate the ability of NCs to deliver native proteins to the nuclei of mammalian cells. The first target protein chosen was eGFP fused with the nuclear localization signal (NLS, sequence PKKKRKV) from the simian virus 40 large-T antigen (NLS-eGFP). NLS-eGFP is chosen as a fluorescent marker for the following reasons: first, NC-mediated delivery into the cytosol of cells can be readily visualized. However, in the absence of NC degradation, the NLS tag will be concealed and thus confine the eGFP fluorescence in the cytosol. Subsequently following furin-mediated degradation of NCs, we expect NLS-eGFP to be released and lead to entry of eGFP.
into the nucleus facilitated by the exposed NLS tag (Figure 9). The change in the localization of the eGFP signal will then be an indication of the release of protein cargo.

Figure 9. Schematic of nuclear localization signal (NLS) eGFP delivery to the cytosol of cells. If the polymeric nanocapsule degrades, the NLS will be exposed and the fluorescence will localize to the nuclei. If the nanocapsule remains intact, the NLS will remain hidden and fluorescence will be retained in the cytosol.

We first compared the extent of nuclear co-localization of delivered NLS-eGFP using different Chinese Hamster Ovary (CHO) cell lines with varied intracellular furin levels, including CHO-K1 that expresses furin at a normal level; FD11 that is furin-deficient; and FD11+furin which is the FD11 strain transfected with an overexpressed furin gene.\(^{172}\) We incubated 200 nM furin-degradable NLS-eGFP NCs with CHO cell lines and examined intracellular delivery with confocal microscopy after 24 hours. Localization of eGFP signal to the nucleus was prominent with furin-degradable NCs in CHO-K1 and FD11+furin cells (Figure 10A). In contrast, eGFP fluorescence was only localized in the cytosol in FD11 cells and no nuclear entry was observed, indicating no capsule degradation in the absence of furin. Furthermore, when non-degradable NCs were used as delivery vehicles for NLS-eGFP, nearly all fluorescence was found only in the cytosol for all cell lines (Figure S5), confirming the inaccessibility of the encapsulated NLS-eGFP towards the nuclei.

To quantify the extent of nuclear delivery of NLS-eGFP, we isolated the nuclear fractions from these treated cells and measured the amount of eGFP using ELISA. As shown in Figure 10B, the levels of eGFP delivered to the nuclei by furin-degradable NCs was two to three times greater in furin-expressing cell lines compared to FD11. When these cells were co-cultured with furin degradable NCs and 25 \(\mu\)M dec-RVKR-cmk, the amount of eGFP in CHO-K1 decreased to
that of the FD11 levels. A smaller decrease was observed in FD11+furin cell lines treated with furin inhibitor, which may be attributed to the higher expression levels of furin. As controls, nearly no nuclear localization of eGFP was observed in 1) NLS-eGFP delivered by nondegradable NCs; 2) untagged eGFP delivered by furin degradable NCs; and 3) NLS-eGFP delivered by NCs crosslinked with Ahx-AAARSK (Figure S2), which is not recognized by furin (Figure S7). The absence of nuclear eGFP delivery when NCs were crosslinked with a non-furin specific peptide indicates that the peptide crosslinker is not subjected to hydrolysis by non-specific proteases. Notably, NCs did not show significant cytotoxicity up to ~2 µM in cell-lines treated with NLS-eGFP NCs for 24 hours (Figure 10C, Figure S8). Furthermore, FD11 and FD11+furin cells treated with 400 nM furin-degradable NLS-eGFP NCs displayed identical cell morphologies and no visible toxicity despite different intracellular eGFP localization, further confirming the non-toxic nature of this delivery method (Figure 10D). Thus, proteolytically-cleavable NCs can be constructed with specific peptide crosslinkers and the degradation to

Figure 10. In vitro studies demonstrating furin-degradability of NCs. (A) Confocal images of 200 nM furin-degradable NLS-eGFP NCs delivered to FD11+furin cells and FD11 furin-deficient cells after 24 hrs treatment; red: nuclei, green: eGFP. The central panel shows a slice of the xy plane, the xz plane corresponding to the position of the crosshairs is shown on the right and the yz plane is shown at the bottom. The scale bars are 10 µm. (B) Quantification of eGFP in the nuclear fraction of NC-treated cells using ELISA. Cells were treated for 24 hrs before the nuclei were isolated. The data shown represents the average value with error bars from three independent experiments. (C) Cell proliferation profiles of NCs delivered to CHO-K1 cells for 24 hrs which were quantified by the MTS assay. (D) Representative phase and fluorescence images of CHO cell lines treated with NLS-eGFP degradable NCs. The scale bar is 100 µm.
release protein can be modulated by the activities of furin or other target endoproteases. Examination of furin-dependent nuclear delivery of eGFP utilizing 1) CHO cell lines with varying furin concentrations; 2) a competitive furin inhibitor dec-RVKR-cmk; and 3) nonspecific peptide crosslinkers (Ahx-AAARSK) collectively indicates that the presence of active intracellular furin and furin-degradable NCs are both required for successful delivery.

2.1.4. Internalization of Protein NCs in Human Cell Lines.

We then explored intracellular protein delivery to various human cell lines. We first studied the delivery of NCs to the HeLa cell line, which exhibits high levels of furin expression.\textsuperscript{185} When furin-degradable NLS-eGFP NCs were delivered to HeLa cells, significant eGFP localization was observed within nuclei (Figure S5). Quantitative analysis of nuclear eGFP levels also confirmed the successful delivery of eGFP to HeLa cells using furin-degradable NCs (Figure 10B). We then explored the cellular trafficking of furin-degradable NLS-eGFP NCs in HeLa cells. We monitored eGFP fluorescence for 2 hrs following NC incubation with cells by staining early endosomal marker, EEA1 or the late endosomal marker, CI-MPR (Figure 11A). After 30 min incubation, eGFP NCs showed ~ 60% peak colocalization with EEA1 indicating that NCs are internalized by endocytosis (Figure 11B). The observation of eGFP fluorescence signals at later time points lacking colocalization with either endosomal marker indicates that several NCs or proteins are able to be delivered into the cytosol within 2 hours of cellular uptake (Figure 11A). The inefficient escape of protein from the endosome to the cytosol remains an obstacle in many current delivery approaches.\textsuperscript{186, 187} Delivery methods that rely on cytosolic esterases or reducing environments to release protein may never reach the cytosol and become entrapped in endosomes, undergo lysosomal degradation and are eventually cleared from the system.
We also used HeLa cells to observe the effects of using various amounts of furin-degradable crosslinker (CL) to synthesize NCs. We varied the molar ratio of AAm:APMAAm:CL from 6:3.5:1 (A) to 6:3.5:0.5 (B) and synthesized furin-degradable NLS-eGFP NCs. Both NCs had similar size and charge (Table S1). As shown in Figure 11C, cells treated with NCs synthesized with more crosslinker (NC A) displayed higher colocalization with nuclei than those treated with NCs synthesized with less crosslinker (NC B), while the overall internalization of GFP and cell morphologies were comparable after 24 hrs. When the nuclear fractions were

![Figure 11. Cellular internalization of NCs in human cell lines. (A) The trafficking of NLS-eGFP NCs through endosomes. Early and late endosomes were detected by EEA1 antibody (left) and CI-MPR antibody (right), respectively which are stained in red. HeLa cells were incubated with 10 nM NLS-eGFP NCs at 37 °C for various time points, fixed and the overlap of eGFP with endosomal markers were observed by red and green colocalization resulting in a yellow color. The nuclei are stained with DAPI shown in blue. The scale bar is 10 µm. (B) Quantification of NLS-eGFP NCs colocalized with EEA1+ or CI-MPR+ endosomal markers at various incubation times. Colocalization coefficients were calculated using the Manders’ overlap coefficient (>10 samples). (C) Phase and fluorescence images of HeLa cells treated with degradable NLS-eGFP NCs for 24 h with varying crosslinking density (blue: DAPI-stained nuclei; green: GFP). NC A was synthesized with twice the amount of furin-degradable crosslinker as NC B. The scale bars are 100 µm. (D) Quantification of eGFP using ELISA in extracted nuclei of HeLa cells treated with NC A and NC B with varying crosslinking densities of NCs. (E) Confocal images of AFDC cells treated with 200 nM non-degradable (left) and furin-degradable (right) NLS-eGFP NCs. blue: Hoescht stained nuclei, green: eGFP. The scale bars are 50 µm.]
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extracted and eGFP was quantified with ELISA, nuclear eGFP of NC A-treated cells was significantly higher than that of cells treated with NC B (Figure 11D). These results imply that the degradability and surface chemistry of NCs may play an important role in internalization and may facilitate cytosolic native protein delivery at various cellular entry points.

We then examined protein delivery into human amniotic fluid-derived cells (hAFDCs). hAFDCs have the potential to differentiate into all three germ layers and act as somatic resources which can be efficiently induced into a pluripotent state. Hence, controlled delivery of various factors to tune the functions of these cells has significant therapeutic potential. We delivered furin-degradable and non-degradable NLS-eGFP NCs to hAFDCs and examined the extent of nuclear delivery using confocal microscopy as shown in Figure 11E. hAFDCs treated with 200 nM furin-degradable NCs show a marked overlap between cell nuclei and protein, while fluorescence signals from non-degradable NCs were only detected in the cytosol. These results strongly indicate that furin-degradable NCs can be used to deliver proteins to the nuclei of a diverse array of mammalian cells.

2.1.5. Delivery of anticancer Caspase-3 to HeLa cells.

To further demonstrate the utility of furin-mediated release of functional protein cargo from the degradable NCs, we prepared NCs containing CP3. CP3 is a potent executioner when delivered in native form to cells as it acts as a signal peptidase in the cellular apoptotic pathway. Therefore, cell apoptosis is the physiological change observed upon successful delivery and release of native CP3 protein. We previously delivered CP3 to cells using self-degradable NCs crosslinked with CP3-cleavable peptides; here we seek to generalize the degradability of that system by utilizing the activities of intracellular furin instead. CP3 NCs were prepared in similar fashion as the eGFP NCs starting from purified, recombinant CP3. Various control CP3 NCs were also synthesized to facilitate comparison to the furin degradable vehicle. After confirmation of surface charges and sizes (Table S1), the CP3 NCs were added to HeLa cells. As shown in Figure 12A, cell death was only observed in HeLa cells treated with furin-
degradable CP3 NCs, with IC$_{50}$ of ~400 nM. In contrast, cells treated with unencapsulated native CP3, non-degradable NCs, and furin-degradable BSA NCs all exhibited minimal apoptotic death within the concentrations of NCs used, confirming the furin-dependent release of CP3 and the relatively nontoxic nature of the polymeric capsule. This indicates that only furin-degradable CP3 NCs are able to both enter the cell and be degraded to release the executioner protein which can induce apoptosis. To confirm the cell death observed was indeed apoptosis, we performed the terminal deoxynucleotidyl transferase dUTP nick end labeling (TUNEL) assay which detects DNA fragmentation by labeling the terminal end of nucleic acids. When cells were treated with 200 nM CP3 NCs or protein, trademark cell membrane blebbing and shrinkage characteristics of apoptotic cells were observed in cells treated with furin-degradable CP3 NCs (Figure 12B). After detachment of cells and performance of the TUNEL assay, detection of DNA nicks observed with AlexaFlour488-labeled antibody (green) were only detected in cells treated with furin-degradable CP3 NCs (Figure 12C). In contrast, native CP3-

Figure 12. Cytosolic delivery of caspase-3 to HeLa cells. (A) Cell death profiles of HeLa cells treated with various crosslinked NCs/protein for 24 hours before performing the MTS assay for quantification of cell proliferation. (B) Cell phase images prior to the TUNEL assay of HeLa cells treated with NCs for 24 hours. The scale bar is 200 µm. (C) TUNEL assay results following detachment of NC-treated cells, permeabilization and staining. Propidium iodide (red) signifies the total DNA content while AlexaFlour 488-tagged antibody (green) corresponds to nick end DNA. The scale bar is 200 µm.
treated cells or non-degradable CP3 NC-treated cells did not show signals of nicked DNA in the total DNA content visualized with propidium iodide (red). This indicates that furin-degradable NCs are able to deliver active CP3 to the cytosol and lead to apoptosis.

The successful delivery of CP3 also implicates the future potential of this system to deliver various cancer therapeutics which can interact with cellular machinery to activate the apoptotic pathway. The amount of furin-degradable crosslinkers incorporated in the NC can be tuned to achieve cell-specific intracellular protein delivery, as furin is upregulated in breast, ovary, head and neck, and brain, as well as non–small cell lung carcinomas, in comparison to normal cells. In this study, a positive surface charge on the NC was targeted to facilitate cellular entry by interaction with the negatively charged phospholipid bilayer membrane. To achieve selective cellular uptake, targeting positive ligands could be attached to the surface of the NCs and the surface charge could be adjusted to neutral by using uncharged monomers.

2.1.6. Delivery of a transcription factor to nuclei of MEF cells.

To demonstrate the delivery of biologically relevant nuclear protein cargos to cells, we prepared NCs encapsulating the transcription factor Klf4. Klf4 is critical in regulating expression levels of genes involved in maintaining the cell cycle as well as cellular structure, adhesion, metabolism and signaling. Many studies implicate Klf4 as a tumor suppressor for colorectal and gastric cancers. Particularly, Klf4 has been shown to be one of the essential factors needed to maintain a pluripotent state. Recently, recombinant iPS transcription factor proteins were fused to protein transduction domains (PTDs) of multiple arginines (9R or 11R), transduced into mouse and human fibroblasts and reprogrammed to produce induced pluripotent stem (iPS) cells. 11R-tagged proteins have been delivered in vitro and in vivo to subcellular compartments such as nuclei and mitochondria in a variety of tissues and organs including the brain, heart, and lymphocytes, thereby asserting 11R tags as a useful delivery strategy for protein therapeutics. We sought to compare intracellular delivery of 11R-tagged proteins and protein NCs using Klf4 as a model.
We synthesized NCs with Klf4-11R and verified the size of nanocapsules to be ~20 nm with TEM (Figure S9). We directly determined the extent of protein delivery by performing immunocytochemistry after culturing mouse embryonic fibroblast (MEF) cells with Klf4-11R or furin-degradable Klf4 NCs. As shown in Figure 13, Klf4 delivered via NC can be prominently detected in nuclei of cells which are counterstained with Hoescht and examined using confocal microscopy. Virtually every cell nucleus shows a strong signal of Klf4 staining. The degree of staining is comparable to the positive control, BJ-iPS cells, which are neonatal human foreskin fibroblasts which have been reprogrammed into iPS cells and have high expression levels of Klf4. In contrast, Klf4-11R shows much weaker intensity and much less colocalization with nuclei indicating delivery of Klf4 was not as efficient. PTD-tagged cargo often becomes trapped in endosomal compartments with no mechanism of release into the cytosol and <1% of the

**Figure 13. Intracellular delivery of Klf4 to MEF cells.** Klf4 immunostaining in MEF cultures treated with Klf4-11R and furin degradable Klf4 NCs was examined using confocal imaging. BJ-iPSCs were also immunostained as a positive control and cells without any treatment were used as a negative control. The top panel shows Klf4 immunostaining with Cy3 conjugated antibody (red), middle panel shows nuclear staining using Hoescht dye (blue) and bottom panel shows overlap between both.
protein cargo may be released.\textsuperscript{15, 202} The prominent staining of Klf4 in the nuclei of MEF cells suggests that NCs may offer more protection for preservation of protein structure and activity. PTD-tagged proteins and other proteins which are exposed to the acidic environment in the endosome often experience degradation and loss of activity. The cargo can also be degraded or subject to proteolysis during cellular entry. In contrast, the endoprotease-mediated delivery system has a protective polymer layer during cellular uptake until cleavage by furin and release of protein. Collectively, these findings demonstrate that degradable nanocapsules are suitable vehicles for nuclear delivery for transcription factors. The successful nuclear delivery of Klf4 using furin-degradable NCs is also particularly promising as a reprogramming tool. Direct delivery of transcription factors would allow patient-specific therapies which eliminate risks arising from genetic-based methods including unexpected modifications in target cell genomes.

2.1.7. Conclusions from Endoprotease-Degradable NCs.

Intracellular delivery of active proteins is an essential goal in various medical applications, including cancer therapy, imaging, vaccination, and treating loss of functioning genes in many diseases.\textsuperscript{3} Protein-based therapeutic methods are safer alternatives to gene therapies because no random or permanent genetic changes are involved, and only transient actions of proteins are required for desired effects. However, most native proteins are unable to penetrate the cell membrane and often suffer from loss of function due to proteolysis or aggregation in serum. Consequently, a general intracellular protein delivery system is highly desirable for delivery of diverse targets which have different therapeutic uses. Particularly, using an enzymatic-based method would achieve a level of specificity and control which is challenging with current methods.

We successfully demonstrated both cytosolic and nuclear delivery of proteins using our engineered NC carrier which degrades in response to the ubiquitous endoprotease furin. Different cell lines were demonstrated to be amenable hosts for furin-mediated delivery including the immortalized HeLa, the highly regenerative hAFDC, and the essential structural
MEF. We also showed that protein cargos of different sizes and tertiary structures can be encapsulated and released reversibly without loss of bioactivity, including the 27 kDa β-barrel eGFP\textsuperscript{203}; the 51 kDa Klf4 that has three zinc finger regions\textsuperscript{204}; and the 64 kDa CP3 which is a heterotrimer\textsuperscript{205}. In summary, through extensive imaging and quantitative analysis in vitro, we have shown the successful delivery of both cytosolic and nuclear proteins based on specific furin-mediated degradation and cargo release. This approach may also be applicable to the intracellular delivery of other therapeutics including small drugs, peptides, siRNA, and plasmid DNA.
2.2. Intracellular Protein Delivery Using Microemulsion Nanoparticles

Another method to synthesize polymeric carriers for encapsulation of proteins is to create nanoparticles (NPs) using inverse emulsion conditions. This system has been widely developed in previous studies and specifically has been used for protein vaccination applications.\textsuperscript{66, 206} To synthesize NPs, an organic and an aqueous phase are prepared. The organic phase consists of hexane with a mixture of two surfactants, Tween 80 and Span 80, which are added beyond the critical micelle concentration to create inverse micelles. The aqueous phase which includes protein, monomers, crosslinkers and APS initiator is added to the organic phase. A probe sonicator is used to create an emulsion in which the aqueous phase forms droplets inside the micelles, TEMED is added to initiate polymerization inside the micelles. To recover the protein NPs, the reaction mixture is centrifuged and washed several times. The NP fabrication method relies on shear stress by the sonicator to create aqueous droplets inside the micelles. As a result, protein NP formation is driven by the strong shear forces and can be extended to various proteins, crosslinkers, and monomers. On the other hand, the emulsion-based fabrication method employs organic solvents and extensive shear stress which may deteriorate the activity of the protein during fabrication. We sought to determine if protein NPs could be formed using our engineered furin-degradable platform.

2.2.1. Physical Characterization of Protein Nanoparticles

We aimed to use inverse emulsion-based encapsulation to create protein NPs that incorporated furin-degradable or non-degradable crosslinkers. The major components for synthesis of NPs is shown in Figure 14A including the two surfactants, Tween 80 and Span 80 which create the inverse micelles where polymerization occurs. The polar heads orient inwards with the hydrophobic tails orient outwards in hexane. The aqueous phase consisted of acrylamide, N-(3-aminopropyl) methacrylamide and either the non-degradable \textit{N,N'}-methylene bisacrylamide or furin-degradable crosslinkers. Several formulations were used to yield protein NPs encapsulating CP3 and eGFP proteins. (Table S2, Figure S10) As shown in Figure 14B,
emulsion-based NP synthesis encapsulating eGFP using furin-crosslinkers yielded particles around 120 nm in diameter. These size measurements were further confirmed using scanning electron microscopy to image both furin-degradable eGFP NPs and non-degradable eGFP NPs as shown in Figure 14C and D. Physical characterization of protein NPs suggested that the NPs were able to encapsulate protein in robust, spherical 60-100 nm polymeric carriers.

2.2.2. Intracellular Delivery of Protein Nanoparticles

In order to evaluate the ability of protein NPs to deliver cargo intracellularly, we encapsulated eGFP so that we could assess delivery using fluorescent microscopy. Furin-degradable and non-degradable eGFP NPs were incubated with HeLa cells and evaluated for their ability to deliver protein to the cytosol. The cells were imaged at 4 hours, 8 hours and 20 hours to evaluate differences in protein delivery. As shown in Figure 15, both non-degradable and furin-degradable NPs were able to deliver eGFP inside HeLa cells. In Figure 15A, the
appearance of large clustered eGFP NPs appears in both samples which diminishes over time as seen in Figure 15B and C. A noticeable difference is evidenced by the difference in GFP fluorescence intensity over time. Cells were imaged with the same exposure time at each time point in order to compare the intensity level over time. Cells treated with non-degradable GFP NPs maintain a similar intensity at all three time points. In contrast, furin-degradable NP-treated cells exhibit a less intense fluorescence at the 8 hour and 20 hour time points as compared to 4 hours. This phenomenon suggests that protein delivered by degradable NCs is degraded faster inside the cell than protein delivered through non-degradable NPs. As such, it is likely that furin-degradable NPs are able to be degraded intracellularly since wild-type GFP has a half-life of ~26 hours in mammalian cells. These images demonstrate that furin-degradable NPs are able to deliver protein to the cytosol of HeLa cells in an efficient manner.

2.2.3. In Vivo Delivery of OVA Nanoparticles

The World Health Organization considers vaccination to be the most cost-effective strategy for controlling infectious diseases. In fact when evaluating direct effects on public health, current vaccination therapies rank second only to the availability of clean water supply. Certainly, vaccination comprises an enormous role in modern medicine and has contributed a great deal to immunization against diseases such as smallpox, polio, measles, mumps, rubella, hepatitis B and Hemophilus type B. These traditional vaccines are based on intact disease-
causing microbial agents and are comprised of live attenuated or inactivated organisms that do not cause infection but instead induce protective immunity. Despite widespread use, these traditional vaccines have many disadvantages. There are many infectious diseases including HIV/AIDS, tuberculosis and malaria which are not controlled by vaccines and others which require complex immunization administration methods.\textsuperscript{210} Cancer vaccines also remain elusive despite much concerted effort over the last decade.\textsuperscript{211} A large area of concern for traditional vaccines includes the possibility of genetic variations in the antigen components of infectious agents which can cause development of new strains for which new vaccines must be developed. There are also safety risks associated with traditional vaccines in which a risk of reversion may occur during replication of a live virus or mutation to a more pathogenic strain and attenuated viruses may still provoke disease in immunocompromised individuals. Due to potential therapeutic implications in such insidious diseases as HIV, cancer and hepatitis C and much safer administration, protein subunit vaccines are an area of great interest. Furthermore, protein vaccinations offer low toxicity and enhanced targeted immune response.

The goal of vaccination is to activate the adaptive branches to induce protective memory responses. Specific cells called antigen presenting cells capture antigens and process them into small peptide fragments which are presented in two ways by Major Histocompatibility Complex (MHC) molecules.\textsuperscript{212, 213} Class I presentation is recognized by CD8 T cells which activate into Cytotoxic T lymphocytes (CTLs) or memory T cells. Antigens presented by MHC class II molecules are recognized by CD4 T cells which later mature into helper T cells that secrete soluble signals that accelerate or suppress responses. Helper T cells produce memory B cells and plasma B cells which secrete antibodies specific to the antigen. Ovalbumin (OVA) protein is a widely used model protein antigen used to characterize novel vaccination methods to analyze antigen uptake, presentation and processing. OVA has well studied CTL (OVA\textsubscript{254-264}: SIINFEKL) and CD4 (OVA\textsubscript{323-339}: ISQAVHAAHAEINEAGR) epitopes that are recognized by OT1 and OT2 T
cell receptors (TCRs) respectively.\textsuperscript{214} We aimed to determine if NPs encapsulating OVA were able to stimulate an immune response in mice.

OVA NPs were synthesized using inverse microemulsion procedures and physical properties were evaluated using dynamic light scattering. C57BL/6 (B6) mice were subcutaneously injected into the lower footpads with 140 µg of non-degradable and furin-degradable OVA NPs. The immunized mice were evaluated for immune responses after 14 days. Mice were sacrificed using CO\textsubscript{2} and were dissected to extract splenocytes which were analyzed by IFN-γ staining and ELISPOT assays for resulting antigen-specific responses.\textsuperscript{215} As seen in, Figure 16A, a near 3.5 fold increase in costaining of IFN-γ and CD8 was observed from restimulated splenocytes from mice treated with OVA furin-degradable NPs compared to mice treated with non-degradable OVA NPs. The increase in IFN-γ/CD8 positive cells for mice treated with furin-degradable NPs indicates that upon injection of degradable OVA NPs, T-cell proliferation occurs thereby resulting in activated CTLs and memory T cells. We further performed the ELISPOT assay which allows the visualization of
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Figure 16. Splenocytes were assessed for activation of cytotoxic T lymphocytes after OVA NP injection in mice. (A) Splenocytes were co-cultured with OVA epitope peptides for 6 h and stained with IFN-γ and CD8 antibodies. Cell markers were assessed using FACS (B) ELISPOT assay in which splenocytes were co-cultured with OVA epitope peptides and screened for IFN-γ secretion. IFN-γ was quantified by counting the spot-forming cells per million cells.
secretory products of individual activated or responding cells (Figure 16B). When splenocytes were re-activated with OVA epitopes, IFN-γ was secreted by more than 3-fold higher by cells from mice treated with degradable NPs compared to mice treated with PBS or non-degradable NPs. These combined assays suggest that degradable NPs are able to deliver proteins to APCs for class I antigen presentation.

These in vivo studies demonstrate that protein NPs are able to deliver protein antigens to APCs. Furthermore, the engineered degradability of NPs using the furin-degradable crosslinker for synthesis allowed a 3-4 fold increase in effectiveness of antigen presentation compared to mice injected with non-degradable NPs. Further studies to assess B cell responses and MHC class I pathway would be helpful to determine the mode of antigen presentation. Furthermore, targeting studies to direct delivery to dendritic cells (DCs) could be useful for development of protein vaccinations. Dendritic cells are unique APCs in their ability to activate both memory and naïve T cells thus acting as a link between innate and adaptive immunity. DCs can capture and process protein antigens into peptides which are presented on MHCs and recognized by T cells. DCs can also migrate from the periphery to lymphoids with T-cell rich areas where they can interact to bring about clonal selection thereby controlling many T-cell responses. As a result, targeting DCs could represent the main objective in designing new delivery systems for subunit vaccine development.
3. ENGINEERED BIOCOMPATIBLE DEGRADABLE POLYMERIC NANOCAPSULES

Thus far, our group had developed polymeric protein nanocapsules (NCs) to facilitate intracellular delivery of diverse proteins. These NCs have been engineered to encapsulate proteins without covalent modification and have crosslinkers that can degrade intracellularly. To achieve intracellular release of protein, the crosslinkers are designed to be degradable only when inside the cells. We used a peptidyl crosslinker containing a highly favored substrate (RVRR) of furin, a ubiquitous endoprotease in mammalian cells. Upon entry into the cell, where furin activities are abundant, the crosslinkers are proteolyzed and the polymeric matrix is degraded, leading to the release of cargo in native form. Another degradation strategy is by using a redox-responsive, disulfide-containing crosslinker N,N'-bis(acryloyl)cystamine. The polymer shell maintains its integrity under oxidative conditions outside the cell but undergoes degradation and cargo release after entry into the more reducing cytosol. We have successfully delivered recombinant proteins to human cell lines using both furin-degradable and redox-responsive NCs. However, our approach so far is based on the less desirable polyacrylamide polymer. Here we demonstrate the synthesis, optimization and application of poly(ethylene) glycol (PEG) based protein NCs in the nuclear delivery of proteins.

3.1. Synthesis of Polyethylene glycol-based Protein Nanocapsules

In order to develop an intracellular protein delivery system that is feasible for in vivo applications, a non-cytotoxic polymeric platform is desired. PEG is the most widely used polymer for drug delivery applications due to its biocompatibility and ability to reduce cargo aggregation and proteolysis while increasing circulation time. We selected a short chain length PEG (Mn~480) as a monomer for NC synthesis motivated by favorable properties of low molecular weight PEG including complete water solubility, formation of loosely packed particles and easy excretion by humans. A positively charged co-monomer, N-(3-aminopropyl) methacrylamide (M2), was also used in relatively lower quantities to provide a
slight positive charge on the surface of the NC needed for cellular entry. A two-step procedure is applied to fabricate the protein NCs: first, a co-monomer mixture of M2 and PEG are deposited onto the surface of target protein by adsorption; next in situ polymerization is initiated in an aqueous solution, containing monomers and furin or redox-responsive crosslinkers which allow intracellular degradability of NCs (Figure 17A,B). The polymerization is allowed to proceed for 1 hour after which unreacted small molecules are removed by ultrafiltration.

We first used nuclear localization signal-tagged enhanced green fluorescent protein...
(NLS-eGFP) as protein cargo to examine NC synthesis, and to establish the capability of PEG NCs to carry protein across the membrane, degrade in response to cellular cues and release protein destined for the nuclei of cells. As shown in Figure 17C, under preparation conditions, NLS-eGFP PEG NCs are uniform and spherical in size (10-20 nm) as evidenced by transmission electron microscopy (TEM) and dynamic light scattering (DLS) (Figure S11). We further quantified the release of encapsulated protein from degradable NCs using ELISA for both furin-degradable (Figure 17D) and redox-responsive (Figure 17E) NCs. Upon incubation with 10 units furin or 1 mM glutathione (GSH), degradable PEG NCs released ~90% of the encapsulated NLS-eGFP protein. In contrast, NCs released <5% of NLS-eGFP without degradation stimuli indicating that the polymeric layer can maintain structural integrity when subject to incubation at 37°C and no outward diffusion of the encapsulated cargo takes place.

We next sought to optimize the NC formulation to achieve the maximum relative content of PEG monomer while retaining cellular internalization. NLS-eGFP NCs were synthesized with varying PEG:M2 molar ratios using a non-degradable (ND) crosslinker (N,N'-methylenedisacrylamide). The NCs were physically characterized by DLS to determine the size and ζ−potential while uptake efficiency was measured by incubation with HeLa cells followed by visualization with fluorescent microscopy (Figure S11, Figure S12). As shown in Figure S11, a maximum PEG:M2 molar ratio of 3.3 was determined above which the eGFP fluorescence was undetectable inside cells, presumably due to the low ζ−potential of the NCs. Additionally, NC diameters and ζ−potentials were measured along with cellular uptake efficiency to establish the optimal total amount of monomers for NC formation (total moles monomers:moles protein=21:1) (Figure S11, Figure S12). We selected a PEG:M2 molar ratio of 2.6 which afforded NCs with the most desired properties, including an average diameter of ~10 nm, lower positive ζ−potential between 0-3 mV and the resulting intracellular eGFP signal as measured by fluorescent microscopy.
3.2. Optimization of PEG NCs

We next optimized the cytosolic release properties of the NCs through tuning of the crosslinking ratio (moles crosslinker: total moles monomers) (Figure 18). The crosslinking density of NCs is a critical synthesis parameter that directly impacts intracellular degradability; a low crosslinking ratio can result in a loose polymeric matrix which “leaks” protein to the outside environment before the desired destination, whereas a high crosslinking ratio can result in a denser NC that is unable to be degraded inside the cell in a timely fashion. Using intracellular NLS-eGFP fluorescence distribution as a reporter, we can evaluate the extent of crosslinker degradation
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Figure 18. Biocompatible degradable PEG NCs can be engineered to deliver proteins to the nucleus. (A) Localization of eGFP with nuclei when HeLa cells were treated with 400 nM NLS-eGFP non-degradable NCs with various crosslinking ratios for 24 h before imaging. Data represents average values and standard deviation of 10 images. (B) Representative images of HeLa cells treated with NLS-eGFP NCs prepared with the same molar ratio of PEG:M2 and the same crosslinking ratio with either furin degradable (furin-deg), redox responsive (redox-resp) or non-degradable (non-deg) crosslinkers. Cells were treated for 24 h with 400 nM NCs before being fixed and stained. (green: eGFP; blue: DAPI-stained nuclei) (C) Quantification of eGFP in the nuclear fraction of HFF cells using ELISA. Cells were treated with 400 nM NLS-eGFP NCs prepared with various crosslinkers for 24 h before the nuclei were isolated. The data represent the average and standard deviation of three treatments. (D) Cell proliferation profiles of various concentrations of NLS-eGFP NCs delivered to HFF cells for 24 h and quantified by the MTS assay.
and protein release from the NCs. If the NC is unable to degrade intracellularly, fluorescence from NLS-eGFP will be retained in the cytosol due to inaccessibility of the NLS tag. However, upon disassembly of the NC polymeric layer and release of NLS-eGFP in the cytosol, the exposed NLS will guide the entry of the protein into the nuclei where green fluorescence can be visualized. To determine the minimal crosslinker density that can completely return protein cargo in the absence of degradation, NLS-eGFP NCs were prepared with a PEG:M2 ratio of 2.6 with varying crosslinking ratios using ND crosslinkers and delivered to HeLa cells. As shown in Figure 18A, NLS-eGFP delivered to HeLa cells with ND NCs synthesized from a crosslinking ratio <0.16 displayed nuclear localization, likely due to the more porous polymeric matrix that enabled outward diffusion of NLS-eGFP without degradation. Near zero nuclear localization of NLS-eGFP was found when the crosslinker ratio is >0.16 when preparing ND NCs.

Using optimized PEG:M2 (2.6) and crosslinking ratio (0.16), NLS-eGFP PEG NCs synthesized with furin or redox-responsive crosslinkers were prepared. Compared to the ND NCs described above, the three different crosslinkers afforded NCs with similar physical properties (Table S3). When delivered to HeLa cells, degradable NCs afforded significant colocalization of green fluorescence in the nuclei (Figure 18B). Optimized NLS-eGFP NCs were also delivered to human foreskin fibroblast (HFF) cells and nuclear fractions were isolated for quantification of eGFP using ELISA (Figure 18C). Nuclear eGFP concentrations were more than 1000 fold enhanced in HFF cells treated with degradable NCs compared to cells treated with native NLS-eGFP protein which is unable to enter cells. Importantly, none of the NCs displayed significant cytotoxicity in HFF or HeLa cells up to concentrations of 5 µM, promoting the biocompatibility of optimized PEG-based NCs (Figure 18D, Figure S13).
4. NUCLEAR DELIVERY OF TRANSCRIPTION FACTORS USING DEGRADABLE POLYMERIC NANOCAPSULES

4.1. Functional Delivery of a Differentiation Transcription Factor, MyoD

After establishing the capability of the new PEG-based NCs as nanocarriers for nuclear protein delivery, we targeted the delivery of a recombinant TF that can drive the differentiation of specific cells. MyoD is a TF belonging to the basic helix-loop-helix (bHLH) TF family, which contains a structural motif of two $\alpha$-helices connected by a loop. MyoD is a master regulatory TF capable of activating muscle-specific genes and stimulating the complete myogenesis process when introduced into a large variety of cell types. MyoD function is characterized to be intimately correlated with its structural integrity which has been elucidated in many previous studies; the basic DNA-binding region and $\alpha$-helices must remain intact for promoter binding and dimer formation, respectively.

4.1.1. Expression, Purification and Nanocapsule Synthesis of MyoD

Mouse full-length MyoD protein (45 kDa) was expressed in *E.coli* BL21(DE3) cells with a polyhistidine tag, purified from inclusion bodies using affinity chromatography and refolded through extensive dialysis. Circular dichroism (CD) was performed to confirm that refolded MyoD regained the correct secondary structure content (Figure S14). We subsequently synthesized MyoD NCs using the optimized PEG formulation with non-degradable and degradable crosslinkers and obtained NCs with sizes and $\zeta$-potentials similar to each other (Figure 19A). MyoD NCs exhibited slightly positive $\zeta$-potentials after synthesis as desired for cellular uptake; in contrast, native MyoD displayed a negative $\zeta$–potential before encapsulation. Interestingly, we observed decreases in sizes and size variances of MyoD NCs (~10 nm) following encapsulation when compared to native MyoD protein (~14 nm) (Figure S15). The basic region of bHLH TFs is known to be unstructured in the absence of DNA but undergoes a conformational change into $\alpha$-helices when bound to cognate DNA sequences. As a result,
the unstructured domains of MyoD may contribute to the larger hydrodynamic radius obtained from DLS measurements. Polymerization of an encapsulating layer around MyoD may therefore serve to decrease the size of MyoD in solution by constraining motion of the unstructured regions into a more compact shape.

To examine intracellular localization of delivered MyoD in C2C12 mouse myoblast cells, MyoD was first conjugated to a fluorescent rhodamine dye to yield MyoD-rho prior to encapsulation. As observed by confocal microscopy (Figure 19B), enhanced nuclear localization of MyoD-rho delivered via degradable NCs is observed in C2C12 cells in comparison to native MyoD-rho. As expected, MyoD-rho encapsulated in a ND NC exhibited little to no nuclear colocalization, further confirming the complete encapsulation of MyoD. These observations are consistent with previous findings indicating that native MyoD protein is able to penetrate cell
membranes due to an internal PTD sequence, however nuclear localization is highly inefficient compared to those delivered by degradable NCs, likely due to protein entrapment in endosomal vesicles and degradation during cellular entry. To demonstrate that MyoD delivered to nuclei by NCs was in active form, we constructed a luciferase reporter plasmid (MyoD-luc) containing 4 copies of the E-box sequence (CACCTG) upstream of the firefly luciferase gene. bHLH TFs are known to recognize and bind the E-box sequence to enhance transcription of downstream genes. C2C12 cells were cotransfected with MyoD-luc and an internal control Renilla luciferase plasmid using Lipofectamine® and treated with 2 doses of 400 nM MyoD protein/NCs for 48 h. As shown in Figure 19C, the levels of Firefly/Renilla luciferase expression were increased for cells treated with degradable MyoD NCs or transfected with MyoD DNA. The lower level of increased luciferase expression may occur because the E-box sequence is not specific for MyoD and is recognized by other bHLH TFs, thereby contributing to background luciferase levels in untreated cells. Both furin-degradable and redox-responsive MyoD NC treated cells demonstrated significant increases in firefly luciferase expression (~1.5 fold). In contrast, cells treated with native MyoD and ND MyoD NC did not show significant increase in luciferase signals compared to untreated cells.

4.1.2. Differentiation of Myoblast Cells using Degradeble NCs

C2C12 myoblast cells are embryonic progenitor cells which have the potential to develop into all three muscle types: skeletal, cardiac or smooth muscle. When introduced into cells from the mesoderm layer, MyoD commits cells to the skeletal lineage and further regulates the process by increasing its own expression as well as enhancing expression of other myogenic TFs and differentiated muscle proteins in a feed-forward mechanism. These cellular actions lead to myogenic differentiation and a phenotypic change from proliferating myoblasts to contractile multinucleated muscle fibers made of myotubes. Having established that degradable PEG NCs can deliver recombinant MyoD in active form to the nuclei of C2C12 cells, we devised
a treatment protocol for myoblasts in which cells were treated for 3 days with 400 nM of either native MyoD protein or MyoD NCs (Figure 20A). Subsequently, the media was changed each
day until day 7 when cells were analyzed for differentiation. To test the extent of differentiation of myoblast cells into mature myotubes, we performed immunostaining using a myosin-heavy chain (My-HC) antibody. My-HC is the major muscle protein of the contractile apparatus of mature muscle fibers and its increased expression is correlated with increased expression of MyoD.\textsuperscript{233, 234} As evidenced by fluorescent imaging and quantification (Figure 20B and C), an increased number of cells exhibited My-HC expression when treated with degradable MyoD NCs as compared to cells treated with ND NCs or native MyoD protein. More excitingly, cells treated with degradable NCs also displayed elongation and multinucleation which are hallmark morphological properties of differentiated myotubes.\textsuperscript{235} In contrast, untreated and ND MyoD NC-treated cells did not show positive staining for My-HC or morphological changes. Native MyoD protein-treated cells displayed low levels of positive staining for My-HC but did not exhibit elongated multinucleated myotubes as observed in cells treated with degradable MyoD NCs, possibly due to incomplete differentiation as a result of inefficient delivery. Notably, cells treated with degradable MyoD NCs displayed similar differentiation patterns and efficiencies to cells transfected with MyoD plasmid using Lipofectamine\textsuperscript{®}.

We further characterized the differentiation of myoblast cells by analyzing gene expression of myogenic markers My-HC and myogenin using quantitative real time PCR at various time points during the treatment (Figure 20D, Figure S16, Table S4). Myogenin is an essential bHLH TF acting downstream of MyoD that coordinates skeletal muscle development into early myotubes.\textsuperscript{236} As shown in Figure 20D, degradable MyoD NC-treated cells showed a gradual increase in myogenin and My-HC expression and exhibited a significant increase in myogenic gene expression compared to untreated cells within 5 days after treatment. In contrast, cells treated with native MyoD and ND MyoD NCs did not exhibit significant increases in myogenin or My-HC expression within day 5. The late-stage increased expression of myogenin in MyoD protein-treated cells may be attributed to partial differentiation of myoblasts which is further supported by low expression of the later myogenic differentiation marker, My-
HC observed from immunostaining and real-time PCR (Figure S16). The enhanced gene expression at earlier time points in degradable MyoD NC-treated cells may correlate to a greater quantity of functional MyoD being present in the nuclei, thereby providing the foundation to drive differentiation through cooperative association with MyoD or other related proteins to bind DNA and initiate transcription of myogenic proteins. The myogenic differentiation initiated by MyoD degradable NCs indicates that structural motifs of MyoD are preserved throughout the entire delivery and release steps. In addition to the requirement for the basic DNA-binding region of MyoD to be intact for E-box promoter binding and subsequent transcription, the α-helices of MyoD must also form homodimers or interact with the E47 co-activator to form heterodimers to activate differentiation marker expression. Moreover, MyoD adopts different conformations in response to particular co-activators, further establishing the importance of maintaining intact MyoD structure for eventual myogenic differentiation.

4.1.3. Protease Treatment of MyoD NCs

A desired property of nanocarriers for intracellular delivery is the ability to protect encapsulated biological components from potential degradation encountered before and during cellular entry. The unstructured regions of MyoD are targets of cellular proteases and can be inactivated upon proteolysis. To test the ability of degradable NCs to withstand external proteolysis, we incubated MyoD protein or MyoD NCs with proteinase K (PK), a broad spectrum serine protease. MyoD protein or MyoD NCs were incubated with 50 µg/mL PK at 37°C for 1 h and subsequently incubated with C2C12 cells using the differentiation treatment protocol (Figure 20A). As shown in Figure 20C and Figure S17, degradable NC-treated cells persisted in forming elongated and multinucleated mature myotubes as evidenced by immunostaining and subsequent quantification. In contrast, native MyoD protein-treated cells completely lost the ability to drive the differentiation of myoblasts into myotubes, reflected in the same number of positively stained cells as background levels (Figure 20C). These combined results confirm the ability of
polymeric NCs to shield proteins from external degradation factors such as proteolysis and retain the activity of encapsulated protein.

4.1.4. Conclusions from MyoD Delivery using NCs

Intracellular delivery of recombinant TFs has extensive therapeutic impact by directing cell fate without introducing foreign genetic material into cells. The various structural components of TFs required for interacting with a plethora of macromolecular partners/targets necessitate the proteins to remain unmodified during the internalization and delivery process. In this study, we demonstrated the design, synthesis and optimization of PEG-based degradable protein NCs. Notably, PEG NCs did not display cytotoxicity in concentrations up to 5 µM, supporting the future development of degradable NCs for in vivo applications. We established that the in situ polymerization strategy can package the TF MyoD into robust, spherical and sub-20 nm nanocapsules. The degradable NCs can subsequently deliver MyoD to the cytosol of myoblast cells, release functional MyoD to enter the nuclei and initiate myogenic differentiation. Importantly, PEG NCs are validated as a platform which retains encapsulated protein structure and activity as evidenced by the ability of MyoD to perform complex downstream processes and regulate myogenesis.
4.2. Functional Delivery of a Transdifferentiation Transcription Factor, Pdx1

Diabetes is a chronic disease resulting from high blood sugar that affects more than 171 million people worldwide and is projected to rise to 366 million in 2030. Type I diabetes results primarily from a T-cell-mediated autoimmune response against β-cells in the pancreas which are responsible for producing insulin. Consequently, glucose cannot be effectively transported into cells resulting in plasma glucose concentrations exceeding 200 mg/dL. Type I diabetes patients suffer from polyuria, polydipsia, polyphagia and weight loss and have increased risks for cardiovascular diseases, neuropathy, nephropathy, osteoporosis, pregnancy complications, hearing problems and eye damage. Untreated type 1 diabetes commonly leads to diabetic ketoacidosis, a life-threatening condition in which the liver begins to convert fatty acids into acidic ketone bodies in response to insulin shortage. Currently, addition of exogenous insulin remains the primary treatment option for type I diabetic patients and can be administered through subcutaneous injection or insulin pumps. Due to the lifelong need to monitor glucose level and invasive insulin treatments, alternative therapeutic methods for type 1 diabetes that improve the quality of life are desired.

Replacement with healthy pancreatic β-cells could free diabetic patients from constant glucose testing, dietary restrictions, insulin injections and maintain continuous normoglycemia. However pancreas or islet implantations suffer from strong immune responses and restriction of donors. An alternative is regenerative medicine which aims to replace damaged tissues by replacing affected cells with functional cells of the same type. Since differentiated β-cells cannot be expanded in vitro, alternative means for generation in vivo have been explored. An example is the production of pancreatic β-islet cells by inducing transdifferentiation of liver cells or exocrine pancreatic cells through forced expression of specific transcription factors (TFs). Liver and pancreatic progenitor cells develop from the endoderm layer and continue to have evolutionary-conserved signals and transcription factors.
during maturation. Some organisms display a composite liver-pancreas organ displaying the intimate biological composition between both cells. Some 20% of mice livers express insulin at low levels serving as additional evidence for the propensity of liver cells to transdifferentiate into pancreatic β-cells. Exocrine cells are also suitable candidates for transdifferentiation to an endocrine cell line since they also derive from the endoderm layer. Furthermore, when exocrine cells are cultured in vitro and are dissociated, activation of endocrine genes is observed. Several groups have reprogrammed exocrine cells into endocrine β-cells using expression of TFs.

A master TF involved in pancreatic development is pancreatic and duodenal homeobox gene 1 or Pdx1. Pdx1 is a homeodomain TF belonging to the ParaHox family and consists of the trademark helix-turn-helix structure in which three α-helices are connected by short loop regions. The C-terminal helix associates directly with DNA to form a complex in an induced-fit model which depends on DNA conformation in response to binding of other TFs. Homozygous PDX1 knockout mice form pancreatic buds but do not develop the pancreas. In addition to pancreatic development, Pdx1 regulates insulin production and other essential genes for islet β-cell development. Heterozygous mutations of Pdx1 in humans causes early onset of diabetes. Due to these crucial transcriptional regulatory roles, genetic reprogramming of liver cells into pancreatic β-cells has been demonstrated by delivery of Pdx1 by introducing recombinant adenoviruses, lentiviruses and transgenic DNA. The transdifferentiation shifts are confirmed by activated expression of insulin and other pancreatic genes coupled with the ability to lower blood glucose levels in diabetic mice. To enhance intracellular delivery of Pdx1 protein, a TAT PTD can be fused to the protein. Notably, other TFs can enhance the transdifferentiation abilities of Pdx1 such as Neurogenin3 or Ngn3, Mafa or NeuroD. Ngn3 is expressed in pancreatic endocrine progenitor cells and is critical for endocrine pancreatic cell fate specification. In the pancreas, Mafa is exclusively expressed in β-cells and serves as a
strong transactivator for insulin expression and secretion as well as \(\beta\)-cell survival. \(^{274}\) NeuroD is a bHLH TF which forms a dimer with E47 and binds around E14 to specify the endocrine lineage. \(^{275}\) These critical TFs involved in various stages of pancreatic development can work synergistically to reprogram non-\(\beta\) cells into pancreatic \(\beta\)-cells.

For sufficient insulin production and secretion to control diabetic blood glucose levels, only \(\sim 1\%\) of liver cells need to transdifferentiate into \(\beta\)-islet cells. \(^{141, 276}\) Despite numerous studies, this feasible therapeutic target remains largely experimental due to the lack of safe delivery methods. Adenoviral vectors are attractive due to lack of insertional mutagenesis but exhibit extreme immune responses in clinical trials which can lead to death. \(^{277}\) Kojima \textit{et al.} observed fulminant hepatitis in mice and massive death upon tail-vein injection of helper-dependent adenovirus-Pdx1. \(^{278}\) Direct delivery of protein is safer than viral methods but is difficult due to instability of native, unprotected proteins. \(^{23}\) For this reason, although Pdx1 contains an internal Antennapedia-like protein transduction domain (PTD) to promote cellular entry through macropinocytosis \(^{279, 280}\), its direct delivery \textit{in vivo} for liver cell transdifferentiation has been met with difficulties. Koya and coworkers delivered TAT-Pdx1 to diabetic mice intraperitoneally, presumably to avoid proteolysis and aggregation of Pdx1 in the bloodstream. \(^{272}\) Therefore, an effective protein delivery method that can transport native proteins and circumvent protein instability in serum can be a valuable tool in not only liver-pancreas transdifferentiation, but for \textit{in vivo} cellular reprogramming in general. \(^{281}\) As such, degradable polymeric NCs for efficient delivery of master TFs such as Pdx1/Ngn3/Mafa/NeuroD to liver cells may drive the transdifferentiation of a subpopulation into pancreatic beta-like cells that express insulin \textit{in vivo} and could represent a new therapeutic option for treating this debilitating disease. We also aimed to establish the ability of degradable protein NCs to deliver TFs to induce transdifferentiation of one differentiated cell lineage into another lineage for therapeutic implications.
4.2.1. Pdx1 Purification and Nanocapsule Synthesis

Full-length rat Pdx1 protein (~45 kDa) was expressed in *E.coli* BL21 cells with a C-terminal polyhistidine tag and purified using nickel resin chromatography (Figure 21A). The purification process was optimized by adjusting the incubation time with nickel resin as well as by incorporating a protease inhibitor to avoid degraded products (Figure S18). We subsequently tagged Pdx1 with rhodamine and synthesized Pdx1 NCs using the PEG formulation with non-degradable and degradable crosslinkers and obtained NCs with sizes and ζ-potentials similar to each other (Figure 21B). Similar to observations in MyoD experiments, Pdx1 protein exhibited a larger hydrodynamic diameter and variance prior to encapsulation indicating that the NC may constrain the loose motion of TF side chains into a compact form. We further analyzed the ability of NCs to deliver protein into liver cells by incubating 400 nM Pdx1 protein/NCs with HepG2 and fetal liver cells (Figure 21C,D). The HepG2 cell line is a hepatocellular carcinoma cell line which is often used for liver metabolism and targeting studies. Optimization of NCs using HepG2 cells may help provide information of desirable formulation and delivery parameters of Pdx1 for liver transdifferentiation. Human fetal liver cells were also used to

![Figure 21. Purification of Pdx1 protein, NC formation and uptake in liver cells. (A) SDS-PAGE gel of purified Pdx1 protein (~45kDa). The ladder is Benchmark protein ladder. (B) Hydrodynamic size and zeta potential of rhodamine-tagged Pdx1 protein and NCs. (C) Uptake of Pdx1-rho in HepG2 liver carcinoma cells and (D) Fetal liver cells. Cells were treated once with 400 nM protein/NCs and imaged 24 hours later. Red: Pdx1; Blue: DAPI-stained nuclei.]
assess Pdx1 delivery via NCs. As seen in Figure 21C and D, a marked overlap of Pdx1 and cell nuclei is observed when degradable NCs are used for Pdx1 delivery. In contrast, Pdx1 remains constrained to the cytosol when non-degradable NCs are delivered. Interestingly, native Pdx1 protein did not show significant uptake in liver cells despite its internal PTD sequence. Insufficient delivery of native Pdx1 due to proteolysis or degradation may explain the addition of extra PTD tags on the surface of Pdx1 used by other research groups to induce efficient transdifferentiation.

4.2.2. Biological Activity of Pdx1 Delivered to Liver cells

We sought to further characterize the ability of degradable NCs to deliver Pdx1 in active form to the nuclei of liver cells. To directly optimize the formulation of NCs to yield the desired phenotype, we performed a dual luciferase assay using RIP2-luc which encodes the rat insulin II promoter upstream of the reporter luciferase gene. As shown in Figure 22A, optimal crosslinking densities for redox-responsive NCs were identified which yielded increasing Firefly luciferase expression in HepG2 cells. According to these results, the
most favorable formulations to induce an increase in firefly luciferase expression were NC 5, 8, 11 and 12 which used crosslinking ratios of 0.11, 0.13, 0.15 and 0.19, respectively. Interestingly, increasing the concentration of delivered Pdx1 NCs did not significantly increase the luciferase expression for specific NC formulations. As shown in Figure 22B, degradable NCs showed similar non-cytotoxic profiles to cells as Pdx1 native protein up to concentrations ~1.6 µM, suggesting the NCs exhibited biocompatible properties towards liver cells. We further desired to assess the ability of degradable Pdx1 NCs to induce β-cell specific gene expression. (Table S5) Fetal liver cells were treated 3 times with 400 nM protein/NCs and cells were harvested after 5 days to assess the gene expression of Pdx1, Islet Amyloid Polypeptide or IAPP, and Insulin. IAPP is a peptide hormone co-secreted with insulin in β-cells in a ratio of ~100:1. As shown in Figure 22C, a slight increase in Pdx1, insulin and IAPP expression was observed in fetal liver cells treated with degradable Pdx1 NCs compared to cells treated with native protein or non-degradable NCs. The enhanced expression of genes associated with the β-cell genotype does suggest a slight activation induced by Pdx1 protein delivered through redox-responsive NCs. The greatest difference was a two-fold increase in insulin expression in cells treated with redox-responsive Pdx1 NCs. However, this increase in insulin expression remains far below threshold values in literature which are necessary for transdifferentiation of liver cells to pancreatic cells.

The addition of other TFs along with Pdx1 may enhance the transdifferentiation profile of liver cells due to the synergistic effects of several factors working together. A potential candidate TF to work alongside Pdx1 is NeuroD, a TF expressed in pancreatic and intestinal endocrine cells and neural tissue. NeuroD plays an important role in early stages of pancreatic islet morphogenesis and maintains adult β-cell function by positively regulating insulin expression. NeuroD is expressed in the developing and adult pancreas and is expressed in all endocrine cells of mature islets. Mice which do not express NeuroD do not have islets, have fewer β-cells and develop diabetes while mice overexpressing NeuroD have an increasing number of
endocrine cells in the pancreas. Several research groups have used NeuroD for transdifferentiation or reprogramming of various cell types into β-cells, either alone or with other TFs or growth factors. NeuroD protein injection into the caudal vein of diabetic mice was found to reverse hyperglycemia within one week. It has been found that insulin-enhancer elements E-box and A-box strongly contribute in regulating cell-specific expression of insulin; specifically, Pdx1’s binding to the A-box along with NeuroD’s binding to the E-box are imperative for insulin gene transcription. Studies have suggested that Pdx1 and NeuroD physically interact to form a nucleoprotein complex on the insulin gene that mediates the formation of a short DNA loop. For these reasons, the delivery of Pdx1 and NeuroD together could lead to surrogate insulin-producing cells which could replace defective β-cells.

To this end, we transfected HepG2 cells with NeuroD and repeated previously used treatment protocols with Pdx1 degradable NCs to determine if the addition of NeuroD could help transdifferentiation properties. After transfecting HepG2 cells with NeuroD and RIP2-luc, cells were treated with Pdx1 NCs, lysed and evaluated for firefly luciferase expression. As shown in Figure 23, an enhanced Firefly/Renilla luciferase signal was observed for several cell groups treated with NeuroD and Pdx1 NCs compared to cells only treated with Pdx1 NCs. There also seemed to be a dependence of luciferase expression on crosslinking ratio used for NCs which
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was similar to observations from Figure 22A. With 400 nM Pdx1 NCs, the transfection of NeuroD resulted in a near two-fold increase in firefly luciferase expression (Figure 23A). Treatment with 800 nM Pdx1 NCs, did not result in increased expression for specific formulations as seen in Figure 23B. These findings suggest that NeuroD could be useful in increasing the effect of delivered Pdx1. However, the enhancement level remains below appreciable levels for transdifferentiation of liver cells to pancreatic β-cells. In order to induce insulin expression and other downstream factors necessary for cell reprogramming, a stronger induction of insulin expression will be necessary. This may be accomplished by addition of other growth factors, TFs or genetic delivery to assist NC-mediated protein delivery.

4.3.3. Biological Assays to Probe Activity of Delivered Pdx1 to Exocrine Pancreatic Cells

To enhance the effect of transdifferentiation by Pdx1 NCs into β-cells, several other cell lines may have increased propensity for reprogramming compared to liver cells. For example, several groups have used embryonic stem cells and added Pdx1 exogenously to induce β-cell formation or insulin-producing cells. The plasticity of embryonic stem cells and ability to differentiate into all three germ layers make them suitable candidates for β-cell precursors. However, several studies have found that while insulin-producing cells can be induced from embryonic stem cells, often the gene expression, metabolism, growth potential and secretory function can be different from β-cells. Efficient and complete transdifferentiation may be achieved using cells which are more similar in lineage to endocrine pancreatic β-cells. Furthermore, in vitro differentiation followed by expansion ex vivo could provide a suitable path for implantation of β-cells. Despite varied functional roles and morphological characteristics, endocrine and exocrine cells share the same embryological origin of the gut endoderm. The combinatorial activities of a small number of TFs leads to pancreatic stem cell populations and eventual pancreatic cell fate specification. As such, exocrine and endocrine cells share an intimate interrelation among endoderm cell types. Several groups have utilized exocrine cell
lines to create endocrine cells due to their similar developmental mechanisms and biosimilarity.\textsuperscript{142, 257, 258, 304-306}

AR42J cells are exocrine rat cells which were originally derived from an azaserine-induced pancreatic tumor.\textsuperscript{307} AR42J-B13 are a subclone of AR42J cells which exhibit enhanced capability to differentiate into insulin-secreting cells\textsuperscript{308} as well as the ability to differentiate into hepatocytes\textsuperscript{309}. AR42J-B13 cells are characterized by being easily cultured and have a stable phenotype which can be challenging for primary pancreatic exocrine cells which can undergo de-differentiation in suspension culture\textsuperscript{310} or ductal transformation in adherent culture\textsuperscript{311}. Furthermore, analysis of AR42J-B13 cells is limited to one cell type compared to samples of pancreatic tissue from animals which can be contaminated with connective tissue cells and blood vessels in addition to the epithelium. AR42J-B13 cells have been converted to insulin-producing cells after culture on Matrigel\textsuperscript{312} and specific growth factor treatment\textsuperscript{313} but in this study, none of these methods were used.

To assess if Pdx1 protein could be delivered using degradable NCs to AR42J-B13 cells, we encapsulated rhodamine-tagged Pdx1 in NCs and incubated them with AR42J-B13 cells for
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24 hours. As shown in Figure 24A, an enhanced nuclear localization of Pdx1 protein was observed when delivery was achieved using degradable NCs with redox-responsive or furin-degradable crosslinkers compared to Pdx1 native protein. Native protein was constricted to the cytosol of cells. Interestingly, a higher degree of delivery was achieved for native protein in AR42J-B13 cells as compared to HepG2 and fetal liver cells as shown in Figure 21C and D. We also delivered Pdx1 protein/NCs to AR42J-B13 cells while transfecting RIP2-luc to assess the ability of delivered Pdx1 to activate the insulin promoter. As seen in Figure 24B, a slight increase in firefly luciferase expression (~1.5 fold) was observed for cells treated with 400 nM redox-responsive or furin-degradable Pdx1 NCs. In contrast, the level of luciferase expression in cells treated with Pdx1 protein remained similar to that of untreated cells. We further shifted our focus to the ability of degradable NCs to induce gene expression of endocrine markers.

To assess the ability of delivered Pdx1 to activate the downstream genes for β-cell formation, we treated AR42J-B13 cells with 4 treatments of 400 nM protein/NCs over 7 days. AR42J-B13 cells were first evaluated for morphological changes upon Pdx1 treatment. As shown in Figure 25A, untreated cells remained round-shaped and clustered together, a hallmark morphological property of AR42J-B13 cells.\textsuperscript{308} In contrast, cells which were treated with Pdx1 degradable NCs showed fewer round-shaped cells and an emergence of spindle-shaped cells, a characteristic property of cells differentiating to an endocrine phenotype.\textsuperscript{314-316} Furthermore, the cells are more dispersed and flattened which is similar to observations in previous studies.\textsuperscript{317} AR42J-B13 cells treated with Pdx1 protein exhibited modest emergence of spindle-like cells but remained tightly clustered and with a round morphology indicating that the delivery of Pdx1 was not as efficient as with degradable NCs.

We further assessed the ability of delivered Pdx1 to activate gene expression by harvesting AR42J-B13 cells and performing quantitative real-time PCR on genes relevant to β-cell differentiation.\textsuperscript{318} (Table S5) As shown in Figure 25B, AR42J-B13 cells treated with
degradable Pdx1 NCs began to express the **Insulin1** and **Insulin2** genes as evidenced by the near ~3 fold increase in gene expression. Expression of IAPP which is not typically expressed in AR42J-B13 cells was also enhanced in cells treated with degradable NCs by a 1.5-2 fold increase. We also assessed gene expression levels of genes encoding β-cell transcription factors such as NeuroD1 and Nkx2.2. Cells treated with furin-degradable Pdx1 NCs exhibited a ~2.5 fold increase in NeuroD1 expression, which is expressed in the late differentiation process for β-cell commitment. Expression of later TF Pax4, which is critical for islet development, and Pcsk2 which is a pro-insulin process enzyme were not enhanced in treated cells. The expression of endogenous Pdx1 was modestly increased. Pdx1 protein-treated AR42J-B13 cells did not show enhancement of any downstream genes. These findings indicate that degradable Pdx1 NCs were able to deliver Pdx1 to enhance the gene expression of several key TFs and proteins.

Figure 25. AR42J-B13 cells assessed for phenotype and genotype changes. Cells were treated with 400 nM Pdx1 protein/NCs for 4 treatments over 7 days and evaluated for morphology and gene expression. (A) Morphological changes shown in phase images of AR42J-B13 cells post-treatment. (B) Cells were harvested and evaluated for b-cell gene expression. Expression was normalized to rat GADPH. n=2.
downstream in the β-cell differentiation process. For a greater enhancement of gene expression required for transdifferentiation, the addition of other transcription factors and growth factors may enhance the ability to direct cell fate. Furthermore, chromatin remodeling factors or other DNA-based protein delivery may prime the cell towards a transdifferentiating state which is difficult to achieve with exogenous delivery of recombinant protein.
4.3. Delivery of a Combination of Transcription Factors for Formation of iPS Cells

Stem cell biology has grown dramatically after the groundbreaking discovery that somatic cells can be reprogrammed to induced pluripotent stem (iPS) cells from both mouse embryonic and adult fibroblasts upon the expression of a defined set of transcription factors, Oct4, Sox2, Klf4 and c-Myc (OSKM), which were delivered retrovirally.\textsuperscript{95, 100} These cells are able to self-renew, maintain pluripotency in vitro and in vivo and differentiate into cell types of all three germ layers. These findings suggested the possibility of disease and patient-specific regenerative medicine therapies as well as a powerful means to create disease models in culture and to screen the efficacy and safety of drugs. However, retroviral or lentiviral delivery methods raise safety concerns because viral integration within endogenous genomes can result in harmful gene activation.\textsuperscript{108} To combat the safety concerns of viral integration and move towards potential clinical applications, iPS cells have also been generated using episomal vectors,\textsuperscript{319} adenoviruses,\textsuperscript{151} plasmids\textsuperscript{152, 153} and transposons followed by transgene removal using Cre-mediated excision\textsuperscript{154}. However the safety concerns of delivering these transcription factors using any genetic method remain widespread because of the potential for unexpected genetic modifications by the exogenous sequences in target cells. Furthermore, these DNA-based methods require extensive validation of the vector-free status of iPS cells through Southern hybridization and DNA sequencing.

Several groups have succeeded in using permeable recombinant proteins Oct4, Sox2, Klf4, and c-Myc to make mouse and human iPS cells. One approach for intracellular delivery is to tag recombinant proteins with a cell-penetrating peptide such as HIV glycoprotein fragment Tat and poly-arginine (R) peptide.\textsuperscript{12, 15} Such a technology has recently been used to transduce cell reprogramming factors Oct4, Sox2, Klf4, and c-Myc into mouse and human fibroblasts to make induced pluripotent stem cells.\textsuperscript{158, 159} However, there are major limitations in the use of eleven-arginine (11R)-tagged Yamanaka factors in cell reprogramming. First, these recombinant factors are not stable in cell culture, thus a majority of Oct4-11R, Sox2-11R, Klf4-11R, and c-
Myc-11R proteins are degraded in cell culture medium. Similarly, for those residual factors that are transduced through endocytosis, a majority of those proteins are also degraded by proteolysis intracellularly. Therefore, the efficiency of using current intracellular delivery methods for cell reprogramming is extremely low and is currently beyond any practical use. Kim et al. reported iPS reprogramming in 1 out of 100,000 human fibroblasts by applying cell extract expressing the four factors tagged with a nonarginine (9R) PTD. Zhou et al. purified the four factors genetically fused to a C-terminal 11R PTD from *E.coli* inclusion bodies to reprogram 6 out of 100,000 MEF cells. The efficiency of PTD-based methods are 10 fold less than viral methods and thus, beyond any practical use.

4.3.1. Physical Characterization of OSKM Nanocapsules

The synthesis of OSKM NCs was optimized using physical adsorption of monomers and crosslinkers to the surface of protein and subsequently by initiating polymerization using free radical initiators. As shown in Figure 26A, NCs synthesized with this formulation utilizing *in situ* polymerization yields robust, spherical particles ~20 nm, as assessed by transmission electron microscopy (TEM). To directly visualize the ability of the positively-charged NCs to permeate the cell membrane of human cells, we conjugated NHS-rhodamine to the surface free amine groups on Oct4-11R

![Figure 26. Characterization of protein NCs. (A) TEM image of Oct4-11R NCs. (B) Fluorescence images of rhodamine-tagged Oct4 protein delivered to HFF cells via 11R-tag and furin-degradable NCs. Red: rho-Oct4; Blue: DAPI-stained nuclei. (C) Dual-luciferase assay for 293T cells treated with the cMyc reporter plasmid pBV-Luc MBS1-4 and (D) the Oct4 reporter plasmid hOct4-luc.](image)
protein. We then cultured human foreskin fibroblast (HFF) cells and treated them with either Rho-Oct4-11R or Rho-Oct4-11R NCs. As shown in Figure 26B, furin-degradable NCs encapsulating tagged Oct4 showed a larger overlap with nuclei compared to Oct4-11R which showed some areas of distinct lack of overlap with nuclei (arrows). This may result from entrapment of protein in endosomes or degradation during cellular uptake.

4.3.2. Biological Assays Assessing Activity of Delivered OSKM Proteins

We also sought to assess the ability of NCs to activate specific promoter-driven luciferase reporter constructs as we described in our proposal. Specific luciferase constructs were obtained for c-Myc, pBV-Luc wt MBS1-4, and Oct4, hOct4-luc. As shown in Figure 26C and D, a level of specificity was not achieved with these constructs for delivered OSKM proteins. To improve the specificity and sensitivity of the assay, we developed luciferase constructs including 3x minimal binding sites for each OSKM protein upstream of an enhancer promoter region in pGL3-promoter vector (Figure 27A). We created these constructs denoted pGL3-OS (Oct4/Sox2 responsive, pGL3-K (Klf4-responsive) and pGL3-M (c-Myc-responsive). The transient transfection luciferase assay was used to verify the sensitivity of

![Figure 27. Dual-luciferase assay design and results. (A) Binding sequences of OSKM proteins which were cloned upstream of a luciferase promoter. (B) Verification of reporter activity with pMX expression plasmids. (C) Dual-luciferase assay after 48 h for 293T (red) and HFF (black) cells treated with 400 nM protein/NCs and reporter plasmids pGL3-OS, (D) pGL3-K and (E) pGL3-M](image)
each construct using expression plasmids of each OSKM transcription factor (Figure 27B). Subsequently, increased luciferase expression was demonstrated in both 293T and HFF cells treated with furin-degradable NCs compared to 11R protein (Figure 27C, D and E) indicating that the protein was delivered in active form to the cell. We also assessed the ability of proteins to be delivered to the nuclei of different cell lines using immunocytochemistry as we previously showed with Klf4. As shown in Figure 28, enhanced nuclear delivery was observed in MEF cells treated with Oct4 and Sox2 NCs compared to 11R protein counterparts.

4.3.3. Delivery of OSKM proteins to induce pluripotency

After establishing the ability of OSKM NCs to deliver proteins to the nuclei of a variety of cell lines, we aimed to deliver NCs to induce pluripotency to cells. The candidate cell line selected were neural stem cells (NSCs). NSCs endogenously express Sox2 which is known to maintain the multipotency and stemness of NSCs. In comparison to ESCs, NSCs express Sox2 twofold higher, c-Myc tenfold higher and Klf4 eightfold lower. As a result, the addition of exogenous Oct4 and Klf4 have been sufficient to reprogram NSCs into iPS cells suggesting that somatic cells that endogenously express pluripotent markers can be reprogrammed using a reduced number of exogenous factors. Due to the relative ease of reprogramming, NSCs seemed like a viable cell line option for subsequent reprogramming experiments.

NSCs were seeded in 6 well plates at a density of 5x10^4 cells per well and were treated with 400 nM of each furin-degradable OSKM NC every alternate day for a total of 4 treatments. As shown in Figure 29, dense, compact colonies developed in NSCs treated with furin-
degradable OSKM NCs within 21 days. After 30
days, the cells were transferred to a MEF feeder
layer and cultured in ESC medium. However, the
colonies observed before transferring to the MEF
cells did not reappear. The colonies may have
appeared due to enhanced proliferation rather than
iPS cell formation which could be initiated by c-Myc
overexpression which can enhance gene
amplification and cell growth.\textsuperscript{323} As a result, the
appeared iPS flat edged colonies could be merely
enhanced NSC proliferations.

For enhanced effectiveness for
reprogramming, several small molecules which have
helped induce pluripotency could be added to the protocol. For example, the histone
deacetylase inhibitor valproic acid (VPA) has been shown to boost reprogramming rates for iPS
and somatic cell nuclear transfer by modulating chromatin remodeling which results in
epigenetic effects.\textsuperscript{155} The histone methyltransferase inhibitor BIX-1294 can also improve iPS
reprogramming efforts by facilitating a shift of the epigenetic balance from a silenced state of
pluripotency genes to an active transcription state for cell reprogramming.\textsuperscript{324} Other transcription
factors have also been shown to enhance the efficiency of iPS cell production.\textsuperscript{102} For example,
Nanog is a 35 kDa transcription factor involved in ES cell proliferation and self renewal and has
been found to co-occupy promoters of several hundred genes in ES cells along with Oct4 and
Sox2, implying they work in coordination or as a complex in promoting pluripotency.\textsuperscript{325} Lin28 is
an mRNA binding protein expressed in embryonic stem cells and may play a central role in
blocking miRNA-mediated differentiation in stem cells.\textsuperscript{326} The addition of these factors and small
molecules may boost reprogramming efficiency using nanocapsules and provide a favorable epigenetic shift for the NSCs.
5. DELIVERY OF mRNA TO THE CYTOSOL OF CELLS USING DEGRADABLE POLYMERIC NANOCAPSULES

An alternative to protein delivery to the nuclei of cells can be delivery of the encoding mRNA to the cytosol of cells. In comparison to DNA or TF protein delivery which must be delivered to the nuclei of target cells, the cytosolic target of mRNA delivery eliminates the need for delivery through the additional nuclear barrier. In comparison to DNA delivery, mRNA delivery is useful to treat cells where DNA-based delivery is low because of the absence of cell cycle-dependent breakdown of the nuclear envelope, as is the case with most non-dividing cells. Furthermore, the transient nature of mRNA delivery allows near negligible possibility of genomic integration and the subsequent degradation of mRNA by ubiquitous RNases eliminates risks of long-term effects. Furthermore, the protein expression resulting from mRNA delivery can be adjustable and controlled due to optimization of transient delivery. As such, mRNA delivery is practical for applications in which a short or intermittent expression of protein product is expected to have a valuable consequence. As such, mRNA delivery has been demonstrated for reprogramming using transcription factors for induced pluripotent stem cell generation and differentiation, expression of nucleases for site-specific chromosomal modification and recombinase expression for genome modification.

To date, mRNA delivery has been achieved by several methods. Direct injection of mRNA into mouse skeletal muscle has yielded strong expression of several proteins in active form and injection of naked model antigen β–gal mRNA elicited a specific cytotoxic T lymphocyte (CTL) response. Liposomes or lipoplexes have also been used to incorporate mRNA including synthetic cationic lipid, N-[1-(2,3-dioleoyloxy)propyl]-N,N,N-trimethylammonium chloride (DOTMA), incorporated into a liposome or N-[1-(2,3-Dioleoyloxy)propyl]-N,N,N-trimethylammonium chloride (DOTAP) carbonate apatite-cationic conjugates for luciferase expression. Cholesterol-phosphatidylcholine-phosphatidylserine liposomes have been demonstrated to show CTL response to influenza virus nucleoprotein. Polyplexes based on
low molecular weight PEI and PLL achieved strong expression of reporter genes in HUVEC cells$^{343}$ while polyhistidine and polylysine conjugate polyplexes demonstrated delivery of mRNA in PC3 cells$^{344}$. Gene gun delivery or gold microparticle-mediated delivery have also been utilized for delivery of mRNA to yield functional protein expression for immunization applications.$^{345, 346}$ Electroporation of mRNA has also been extensively explored for immunization or gene expression applications.$^{347-349}$

A challenge for mRNA delivery is the elicited innate immune response which occurs post-delivery of synthetic mRNA which can greatly impact the efficacy of delivery. Both double stranded and single stranded RNA interact with pattern recognition receptors (PRRs) including Toll-like receptors (TLRs) which behave as the primary defense against microbial invasion.$^{350}$ It is well-known that uncapped triphosphates can trigger ssRNA immunogenic responses detected by the ssRNA sensor RIG-1 which can activate PKR, a global repressor of protein translation.$^{351-353}$ As such, the synthesis of in vitro transcription mRNA with a phosphatase can result in reductions in cytotoxicity after mRNA transfection in target cells.$^{157}$ Additionally, eukaryotic mRNA undergoes nucleotide modifications in vivo which reduce signaling by RIG-1 and PKR as well as ssRNA sensors TLR7 and TLR8.$^{354, 355}$ Synthesis of mRNA using modified ribonucleoside bases 5-methylcytidine for cytidine or pseudouridine for uridine during in vitro transcription can significantly attenuate interferon signaling.$^{157}$ With these considerations in mind, we sought to determine if degradable polymeric NCs could be capable of delivering mRNA to the cytosol of cells for subsequent protein expression.

5.1.1. Synthesis of mRNA and Encapsulation using Degradeable NCs

To assess whether NCs are able to encapsulate mRNA, we first synthesized mRNA encoding Venus using in vitro transcription. Venus is a variant of yellow fluorescent protein (YFP) which has increased brightness, reduced chloride sensitivity and faster maturation.$^{356}$ The components of the transcription reaction contained linearized DNA encoding Venus under the
control of the Sp6 promoter, 25 mM NTPs (ATP, GTP, 5-methylcytidine and pseudouridine) and 32 mM 5’ guanine cap. The 5’ cap is found on the 5’ end of an mRNA molecule and is characterized by a guanine nucleotide connected to the mRNA via an unusual 5’ to 5’ triphosphate linkage. The cap signifies mature mRNA and helps maintain mRNA stability during subsequent translation. The reaction was initiated using Sp6 enzyme; after the mRNA synthesis was complete, DNase was used to degrade the DNA template and alkaline phosphatase was used to reduce cytotoxicity of the synthesized mRNA. As shown in Figure 30A, a clear band was observed indicating successful Venus mRNA synthesis. To assess the purity, stability and utility of the modified mRNA, Lipofectamine 2000 was used to transfect mRNA into neural stem cells. As shown in Figure 30B, transfected Venus mRNA resulted in a high level of expression in several neural stem cells, indicating that the in vitro transcription yielded a stable and functional mRNA product. We subsequently synthesized mRNA NCs using the acrylamide-based platform using similar protocols as protein NCs. As shown in Figure 30C, TEM images of mRNA redox-responsive NCs display compact spherical particles around 20 nm in diameter. Dynamic light scattering was performed on native mRNA and mRNA NCs to assess the physical properties of mRNA NCs. As shown in Figure 30D and E, mRNA is negatively charged and exhibits a ~30 nm cluster...
size in solution. After polymerization and formation of NC, charged monomers complex the mRNA into smaller NCs around 20 nm with a slight positive charge.

5.1.2. Stability Studies of mRNA NCs

After confirming synthesis of NCs encapsulating mRNA, we sought to determine the stability characteristics of mRNA NCs in comparison to the naked mRNA. Since the mRNA was synthesized using modified bases, it already displayed enhanced stability compared to unmodified mRNA as evidenced in previous studies.\(^{157, 358}\) As such, we performed a set of stability assays to characterize Venus mRNA redox-responsive NCs.

As shown in Figure 31, we subjected both mRNA NC and naked mRNA to various conditions for 4 or 24 hours and assessed the stability of mRNA by running the sample on an agarose gel. For mRNA NCs, we degraded the polymeric matrix after the treatment using glutathione and ran the exposed RNA on the gel. Several observations are key from Figure 31. Firstly, no RNA band is observed in NC samples post-treatment indicating that the polymeric NC
remains intact at all conditions tested. Even though the modified mRNA is more stable than unmodified mRNA, naked mRNA remained especially sensitive to certain treatments including 10% serum for both 4 and 24 h (Figure 31A and B, lane 4), 37°C for 24 h (Figure 31B, lane 1) and 4°C for 24 h (Figure 31D, lane 4) as shown by the smearing or absence of RNA band. In comparison, encapsulated RNA stays intact and exhibits a non-degraded band. These stability studies indicate that NCs can help mRNA remain stable at physiological conditions such as 37°C, in the presence of serum and at acidic conditions of the endosome (pH~5). Furthermore, NCs can enhance mRNA stability during storage/handling conditions such as at 4°C and through multiple freeze/thaw cycles.

5.1.3. Intracellular Delivery of mRNA using Degradable NCs.

We then wanted to assess the ability of NCs to deliver mRNA in active form to the cytosol for subsequent translation into functional protein. To assess both delivery of mRNA and protein translation, we synthesized Venus mRNA using small amounts of Alexa-Fluor-UTP nucleosides. As such, the synthesized mRNA displayed a red fluorescent tag while the protein product would display a yellow/green product which could be differentiated by fluorescent microscopy.
As shown in Figure 32, HFF cells were treated with Venus mRNA NCs for 24 hours and subsequently imaged. mRNA NC-treated cells clearly showed uptake of mRNA as shown by the middle panel in comparison to control untreated cells. However, expression of Venus was not observed in NC-treated HFF cells. When the treatments were repeated using increased amount of mRNA NCs and by extending the incubation time with cells, Venus expression was still not observed. These results may indicate that the NC formation can alter the mRNA structure in such a way that prevents translation once the mRNA is delivered to the cytosol. The mRNA phosphate backbone or RNA bases may be affected by the free radical polymerization process during NC synthesis which render the nucleic acid modified and inactive for downstream translations. Another possibility is that the mRNA is entrapped in the endosomes during the uptake process and is eventually cleared or degraded by cellular enzymes.
6. Concluding Remarks

As outlined in this dissertation, intracellular protein delivery is an important therapeutic goal for treatment of loss-of-function diseases, cancer therapies, vaccination, regenerative medicine and imaging applications. Furthermore, intracellular delivery of recombinant proteins can also enable direct investigation of the functions of proteins on cellular processes for research applications. Delivery of proteins is hindered by intrinsic properties of proteins such as large size, uneven charge distribution and structural fragility. Material-based nanocarriers can assist the intracellular delivery of proteins by utilizing materials which can shield proteins from degradation and penetrate cellular barriers. Various polymeric nanocarriers have been described in recent years which have used the diversity of polymers to synthesize protein nanocarriers for targeting, stability, biocompatibility, transduction ability and stimuli response applications. Several synthesis strategies and protein loading techniques have been developed and several insights into delivery efficiency, cellular uptake and protein release mechanisms have been elucidated.

Despite several advances, intracellular protein delivery remains in early stages and continued efforts must be made to develop delivery systems. Several obstacles remain for effective and efficient delivery. For example, covalent modifications to protein surfaces may cause irreversible changes to protein structure and subsequent loss-of-function. Non-covalent are often weakly stable in serum and lead to leakage of the protein from nanocarrier. Efficient cytosolic delivery of proteins remains challenging since many nanocarriers lack the ability to be released from the endosome to the cytosol, resulting in lysosomal degradation. The controlled release of protein from nanocarriers is another challenging obstacle. Several nanocarriers have been synthesized with stimuli-responsive components such as pH, redox, enzymatic, temperature, magnetic or light-sensitive moieties. However, the desired timing of protein release remains elusive depending on the preferred biological effects. The targeting of proteins to specific cells or organs for disease-specific therapies is another bottleneck to advancement in
clinical applications. Under *in vivo* conditions, protein nanocarriers will encounter several barriers during the delivery process. It is imperative to design delivery vehicles which will accumulate in the desired cells or organs either by the enhanced permeability and retention effect mediated-passive targeting or by active targeting through conjugating targeting moieties including antibodies, receptor ligands and aptamers. Efficiency of protein delivery remains well below levels comparable to gene delivery which must be enhanced for biomedical applications. Exogenous protein often does not induce the same cellular pathways as endogenously produced protein, thereby reducing observed biological functions. The need for recombinant purification of proteins prior to nanocarrier synthesis also limits the scalability of nanocarriers since purification processes can be costly and several complex proteins cannot be expressed and purified solubly. In the next few years, several new generations of protein nanocarriers will be synthesized as interdisciplinary research leads to new approaches of tailored biomaterials for intracellular delivery.

TFs are key specialized proteins with the remarkable ability to change cell fate. The last decade has observed increasing studies based on reprogramming of differentiated cells to yield pluripotent cells or transdifferentiation of cells of one lineage into another lineage. These remarkable studies open the path towards patient-specific therapies and the formation of disease models and drug screenings. Patient-derived cells which are reprogrammed or transdifferentiated would produce cells with the same genetic information as the patient. These cells could be introduced into the patient with reduced immunological responses for therapies or could be used in toxicology or disease models for testing of drugs. Transdifferentiation and reprogramming both have several advantages and disadvantages. One key observation is that the stress placed on cells during the reprogramming process can result in mutations of regulatory stress genes leading to increased tumor formation. In this regard, transdifferentiation may allow step-wise stages of cell lineage switch which is a more natural process. Delivery of
TFs to cells could provide limitless applications for regenerative medicine therapies. So far, TF delivery is restricted to DNA-based methods including the integrative retrovirus or lentivirus strategies which have induced several insertional mutagenesis deleterious effects. Several studies have stressed the importance of safer methods for cell reprogramming and transdifferentiation.

The furin-degradable NCs described represent a robust platform for encapsulation of several diverse proteins. By exploration of two different polymerization techniques including in situ and microemulsion synthesis, the endoprotease-degradability design of NCs were confirmed. The biological activity of ovalbumin and caspase-3 demonstrated the utility of NCs in delivering protein to the cytosol of cells for immunization or anti-cancer actions, respectively. Nuclear delivery of eGFP by furin-degradable NCs served as an inspiration for delivery of functional nuclear transcription factors. Myogenesis induced by the delivery of MyoD by NCs validated that PEG NCs retained activity of encapsulated protein so that it could perform complex downstream actions once released inside the cell. Pdx1 delivery by NCs demonstrated delivery to liver and exocrine cells and modest increase in β-cell gene expression levels. Reprogramming efforts of neural stem cells to induced pluripotent stem cells did not result in colony formation but activated reporter gene expression was increased.

Protein NCs were able to induce differentiation of myoblasts into myotube cells but less success was observed towards transdifferentiation and reprogramming applications. The one-factor myogenesis process has increased propensity to occur since cells are migrating towards a mature cell type from an immature cell type. Several factors which are needed to induce the myogenesis differentiation process are expressed at low levels in myoblast cells. As such, modest amounts of delivered protein may be able to induce an intracellular change which can drive the muscle differentiation process forward. In contrast, liver cells do not express similar genes to pancreatic β–cells which may cause the threshold level of delivered protein to be much
higher. Several studies have also elucidated the specific chromatin modifications in cells necessary for cell lineage switches. As such, complexed DNA of one cell type may be inaccessible to exogenous TFs aiming to transdifferentiate or reprogram the cell into another. Furthermore, cells are thought to have epigenetic memory of their original state which proves to be a challenge when attempting to change very different lineages by a "long jump". Additionally, exogenous protein delivery may not induce downstream or coactivator gene expression which are required for cellular processes. It may be required to supplement the exogenous protein with other sequential transcription factors, growth factors, microRNAs and chromatin remodeling factors. Though protein TF delivery remains challenging, the safe, transient properties of delivery should encourage increased strategies for stimulating cellular processes using delivery of active proteins. Increased elucidation of TF mechanisms coupled with additional optimization of polymeric nanocarriers will contribute to effective methods for TF delivery to cells.
7. SUPPLEMENTARY INFORMATION

7.1. Supplementary Information from Endoprotease-Mediated Intracellular Protein Delivery

Materials and Methods

Complete materials and methods can be found in the Supplementary Information.

Synthesis of furin-degradable peptide. Peptides were synthesized using an automatic peptide synthesizer. Standard solid-phase peptide synthesis protocols for Fmoc chemistry were used. Peptides were assembled in the C-terminal amide form using Rink Amide MBHA resins (Anaspec, Inc). Coupling of amino acids to the resin backbone was accomplished by a 0.9 equivalent of HBTU activation and 2 equivalents of DIEA. The Fmoc group was removed by 20% piperidine in DMF. Peptides were constructed with Fmoc-6-Ahx-OH at the N-terminal and Fmoc-Lys(Mtt)-OH at the C-terminal (Ahx-RVRRSK). The non-specific peptide (Ahx-AAARSK) was constructed in the same manner.

Resin bearing peptides were swollen in DCM and then the Mtt group was selectively removed with 3% TFA in DCM. The exposed primary amine groups were acrylolated using a 20 fold excess of acryloyl chloride and 20 fold excess of DIEA in DMF for one hour on ice, and then one hour at room temperature. The progress of acrylation was monitored with the p-chloranil test. When a negative p-chloranil test was achieved, the resin was washed, dried under vacuum, and cleaved using TFA:water:TIPS in a 95:2.5:2.5 ratio. After cleavage, the peptide was drained into cold ether and washed and centrifuged 4 times. The crude peptide was dissolved in water and lyophilized. The non-specific peptide was constructed in the same manner.

Preparation of Protein NCs. 1 mg protein was diluted to 1 mL with 5 mM pH 9 NaHCO₃ buffer after which acrylamide (AAm) was added with stirring for 10 min at 4 °C. Next, N-(3-aminopropyl) methacrylamide (APMAAm) was added. Afterwards, the peptide crosslinker or
nondegradable crosslinker $N,N'$-methylene bisacrylamide was added. The molar ratio of AAm/APMAAm/crosslinker was 6/3.5/1. The polymerization was immediately initiated by adding 3 mg of ammonium persulfate and 3 $\mu$L of $N,N,N',N'$-tetramethylethylenediamine. The polymerization was allowed to proceed for 90 min at 4 °C. Finally, buffer exchange with 100 mM HEPES, 1 mM CaCl$_2$, pH 7.5 was performed to remove unreacted monomers and initiators.

**Cell free furin cleavage of peptide and NCs.** 50 ng of furin crosslinker peptide or 2.5 nmol of furin-degradable protein NCs were added to 100 mM HEPES, 1 mM CaCl$_2$, pH 7.5 buffer into a total volume of 40 $\mu$L. 1 unit of furin enzyme was added to the reaction mixture and incubated at 37°C for various times. 1 unit of enzyme is defined by Sigma as the amount of enzyme needed to release 1 pmole from fluorogenic peptide Boc-RVRR-AMC in 1 min at 30 °C. When furin inhibitor dec-RVKR-cmk (EMD Chemicals, Inc., Gibbstown, NJ) was used, it was added to the reaction mixture at a final concentration of 25 $\mu$M.

**Enzyme-linked Immunosorbant Assay (ELISA).** To quantify native eGFP protein released, a GFP ELISA kit was purchased from Cell Biolabs, Inc., San Diego, CA. We constructed a standard curve using known eGFP amounts with the kit's standard eGFP sample and by performing the assay. Briefly, samples were centrifuged for 10 min at 7000 rpm with a 30 kDa MWCO filter to isolate native eGFP protein. Then, the samples were loaded into anti-GFP rabbit antibody coated wells and incubated at 4°C overnight. After careful washing, a detection antibody (anti-GFP mouse antibody) was added to each well and incubated at room temperature for 2 hours. Next, an anti IgG mouse-HRP conjugate antibody was added. After one hour, TMB substrate was added and incubated for 30 minutes. After the addition of stop solution to each well, absorbance at 450 nm was measured.

**Cell Culture.** HeLa, MEF, (ATCC, Manassas, VA) and CHO cells (a generous gift from Stephan Leppla, National Institutes of Health) were cultured in Dulbecco’s Modified Eagle’s Medium (Invitrogen) or DMEM supplemented with 10% bovine growth serum (Hyclone, Logan, UT) or
BGS, 1.5 g/L sodium bicarbonate, 100 µg/mL streptomycin and 100 U/mL penicillin. AFDC cells were cultured in Minimum Essential Medium (α-MEM; Invitrogen) supplemented with 10% fetal bovine serum (FBS). The cells were cultured at 37 °C, in 98% humidity and 5% CO2. Cells were regularly subcultured using Trypsin-EDTA.

**Cellular Internalization Trafficking.** NLS-eGFP NCs (10 nM) were added to HeLa cells at 4°C for 30 min. The cells were shifted to 37 °C for various incubation periods, fixed with 4% formaldehyde, permeabilized with 0.1% Triton X-100 and separately immunostained with antibodies against early endosomes (mouse anti-EEA1 Ab) and late endosomes (rabbit anti-CI-MPR Ab). Texas red goat anti-mouse IgG and Alexa Fluor647 goat anti-rabbit IgG were used as secondary antibodies. The nuclei of treated cells were stained with DAPI. To quantify the extent of colocalization between eGFP and endosomes, colocalization coefficients were calculated using the Manders' overlap coefficient by viewing more than 10 cells at each time point using the Nikon NIS-Elements software.

**Nuclear and Cytoplasmic Fractionation.** Cells were seeded into 6-well plates at a density of 1x10^5 cells per well and cultivated in 1.5 mL of DMEM with 10% BGS. The plates were incubated in 5% CO2 and at 37 °C for 12 h before being treated with 200 nM of appropriate NCs. dec-RVKR-cmk was used at a concentration of 25 µM. Cells were collected by trypsin-EDTA and collected by centrifugation after 24 hours. A Nuclear/Cytosol Fractionation Kit (BioVision, Inc., Mountain View, CA) was used to separate cytoplasmic and nuclear extracts from NC-treated cells. Fractions were obtained per the manufacturer’s instructions. All procedures were performed at 4 °C. Extracts were stored at -80 °C until the GFP-ELISA assay was performed (Cell Biolabs, Inc., San Diego, CA) For nuclear staining and subsequent Z-stack imaging, nuclei were counterstained with TO-PRO-3 (Invitrogen).

**TUNEL assay.** Apoptosis was detected in isolated HeLa cells using a commercially available APO-BrdU Terminal Deoxynucleotidyl Transferase dUTP Nick End Labeling (TUNEL) assay kit from Invitrogen. Briefly, cells were seeded into 6-well plates at a density of 100,000 cells per
well and cultivated in 2 mL of Dulbecco’s Modified Eagle’s Medium (DMEM) with 10 % bovine growth serum (BGS). The plates were then incubated in 5% CO₂ and at 37 °C for 12 h to reach 70-80% confluency before addition of protein/nanocapsules. After 24 h incubation, cells were first fixed with 1% paraformaldehyde in phosphate-buffered saline, pH 7.4, followed by treatment with 70% ethanol on ice to permeabilize the membrane. The cells were then loaded with DNA labeling solution containing terminal deoxynucleotidyl transferase and bromodeoxyuridine (BrdUrd). Cells were then stained with Alexa Fluor® 488 dye-labeled anti-BrdUrd antibody for nick-end labeling. The cells were finally stained with propidium iodide (PI) solution containing RNase A for total DNA content and visualized under fluorescence microscope (Zeiss, Observer Z1) using appropriate filters for Alexa Fluor 488 and PI.

**Immunostaining.** Mouse embryonic fibroblast (MEF) cells were plated in 8-well chamber slides at a density of 10,000 cells/well. Cells were treated with 8 µg/mL of Klf4-11R or furin-degradable Klf4 for 6 hours and subsequently cultured in fresh media overnight. As a control, BJ-iPS cells were also cultured. Cells were then washed with PBS and fixed by 4% paraformaldehyde in PBS. Immunostaining was performed with rabbit anti-KLF antibody (1:1000, Santa Cruz Biotechnology) and Cy3 conjugated secondary Ab. Hoechst was used for nuclear counterstaining.

**Materials**

All materials were purchased from Sigma Aldrich unless noted otherwise. N-(3-aminopropyl) methacrylamide hydrochloride was purchased from Polymer Science, Inc. CellTiter 96® AQueous One Solution Cell Proliferation Assay (MTS) reagent was purchased from Promega Corporation. Deionized water was prepared using a Millipore NanoPure purification system. Klf4-11R was purchased from Stemgent, Inc.

**Instruments**

Absorbances for Bradford assay were measured on a Thermo Scientific GENESYS 20
spectrometer. TEM images of nanoparticles were obtained on a Philips EM-120 TEM instrument. Zeta potential and particle size distribution were measured on the Malvern particle sizer Nano-ZS. Peptides were synthesized on a C S Bio Co. CS336X solid phase peptide synthesizer. LCMS was conducted with a Shimadzu 2010 EV Liquid Chromatography Mass Spectrometer using positive electrospray ionization and a Phenomenex Luna 5u 2.0 X100 mm C18 reverse-phase column. Samples were separated over a linear gradient of 5% to 95% CH\textsubscript{3}CN (vol/vol) for 30 min and 95% CH\textsubscript{3}CN (vol/vol) for an additional 30 min in H\textsubscript{2}O supplemented with 0.1 % (vol/vol) trifluoroacetic acid at a flow rate of 0.1 mL/min at room temperature. Fluorescent images of cells were obtained with either a Zeiss Axio Observer Z1 Inverted Microscope or a Yokogawa spinning-disk confocal microscope (Solamere Technology Group, Salt Lake City, UT) on a Nikon eclipse Ti-E Microscope equipped with a 60×1.49 Apo TIRF oil objective and a Cascade II: 512 EMCCD camera (Photometrics).

**Construction of pET23a-NLS-eGFP**

The NLS-eGFP gene was PCR amplified from the pET28a-eGFP plasmid template using the specific primers I (5’-AATACATATGGCCAAAGAAGAAGCGTAAGGTTGAGCAAGGGCGAGGAGCT-3’ with an Ndel site shown by underlining, start codon shown in italics, and nuclear localization signal shown in bold), and II (5’-AATGAATTCATCTCGTACAGCTCGTCCATGC-3’ with an EcoRI site shown by underlining). This fragment was amplified and inserted between the Ndel and EcoRI sites of pET23a, thus resulting in pET23a-NLS\textsubscript{eGFP} with an in frame C-terminal His-tag. After sequence confirmation, the plasmid was transformed into *E.coli* BAP1 cells by electroporation. The resultant product was incubated at 37 °C for 30 minutes after which it was plated on Luria-Bertani (LB) plate containing 100 \( \mu \)g/mL ampicillin.

**Protein Expression and Purification**

Transformed cells were inoculated overnight at 37°C with shaking in Luria-Bertani medium containing 100 \( \mu \)g/mL ampicillin. Overnight cultures were diluted 1:200 and grown in Fernbach
flasks containing 1 liter of LB medium with 100 µg/mL ampicillin at 37 °C with shaking at 270 rpm. When the cultures reached an absorbance A600 ~1.2, isopropyl β-D-thiogalactopyranoside was added to a final concentration of 0.1 mM to induce protein expression, and the cells were incubated at 16 °C overnight. The cells were harvested by centrifugation (3500g, 4 °C, 15 min), resuspended in 30 mL Buffer A (50 mM Tris–HCl, pH 8.0, 2 mM DTT, 2 mM EDTA), and lysed by sonication. Cell debris and insoluble proteins were removed by centrifugation (17,000g, 4 °C, 30 min). After centrifugation, the cleared cell lysate was incubated with 2 mL of Ni-NTA resin (Qiagen) for 3 hours at 4 °C. The protein was then purified using a step gradient of Buffer A with increasing concentrations of imidazole (10, 20, and 250 mM). NLS-eGFP was eluted with 5 mL Buffer A containing 250 mM imidazole. The protein concentration was qualitatively assessed by SDS-PAGE and quantitatively determined by the Bradford protein assay using bovine serum albumin (BSA) as the standard. The same procedures were used to express and purify CP3 from E.coli BAP1 cells using the wild-type CP3 expression plasmid pHC332 which was a generous gift from Dr. A. Clay Clark (North Carolina State University).

Cytotoxicity Study Using 3-(4,5-dimethylthiazol-2-yl)-5-(3-carboxymethoxyphenyl)-2-(4-sulfophenyl)-2H-tetrazolium(MTS) Assay

Cells were seeded into 96-well plates at a density of 5,000 cells per well and cultivated in 100 µL of DMEM with 10 % BGS. The plates were then incubated in 5% CO₂ and at 37 °C for 12 h to reach 70-80% confluency before addition of protein/NCs. After 24 h or 48 h incubation with protein NCs, the cells were washed with PBS solution and incubated with 100 µL fresh DMEM and 20µL MTS solution (CellTiter 96® AQueous One Solution Cell Proliferation Assay, Invitrogen). The plates were incubated for an additional 3 h. The absorbance of the plates was read at 550 nm and a reference wavelength of 690 nm using a microplate reader (PowerWave X, Bio-tek Instruments, USA).
Scheme S1. Solid phase peptide synthesis approach for construction of a furin-degradable peptide crosslinker. Lysine-derivative 6-aminohexanoic acid (Ahx) was used at the N-terminal. The highly labile methyltrityl (Mtt) group was used to protect the C-terminal lysine. Selective deprotection of the Mtt group was achieved using 3% TFA in DCM. Acryolation reactions of the N and C terminal amine groups were subsequently performed using acryloyl chloride while the peptide remained attached to the resin. X denotes protecting groups on amino acid side chains (pentamethyldihydrobenzofuran-5-sulfonyl or Pbf for arginines and O-tert-butyl or tBu for serine).
Figure S1 Chemical structure, UV, and LC-MS analysis of furin-degradable peptide crosslinker: Ahx-RVRRSK. LC-MS was conducted using positive electrospray ionization and a 5u 2.0 X100 mm C18 reverse-phase column. Samples were separated over a linear gradient of 5% to 95% CH$_3$CN (vol/vol) for 30 min and 95% CH$_3$CN (vol/vol) for an additional 30 min in H$_2$O supplemented with 0.1 % (vol/vol) trifluoroacetic acid at a flow rate of 0.1 mL/min at room temperature. As shown, the synthesis of the crosslinker was confirmed by identification of mass signals ([M+2H]$^{2+}$=(1020+2)/2=511; [M+3H]$^{3+}$=(1020+3)/3=341)).
Figure S2 Chemical structure, UV, and LC-MS analysis of non-specific crosslinker: Ahx-AAARSK. LC-MS was conducted using positive electrospray ionization and a 5u 2.0 X100 mm C18 reverse-phase column. Samples were separated over a linear gradient of 5% to 95% CH3CN (vol/vol) for 30 min and 95% CH3CN (vol/vol) for an additional 30 min in H2O supplemented with 0.1 % (vol/vol) trifluoroacetic acid at a flow rate of 0.1 mL/min at room temperature. As shown, the synthesis of the crosslinker was confirmed by identification of mass signals ([M+H]+=(822+1)/1=823; [M+2H]2+=(822+2)/2=412)).
Figure S3. Digestion of 1 ng furin-degradable peptide with 1 unit furin enzyme for 2 hours. Top: Mass filter of the peptide after degradation with furin did not detect original crosslinker mass peaks of ([M+2H]2+=512; [M+3H]3+=341)) and instead detected a mass peak corresponding to the larger peptide fragment obtained by furin-mediated cleavage ([M+2H]2+=(752+2)/2=377). Bottom: Site-specific furin cleavage of the peptide crosslinker is indicated by the red dotted line to yield two peptide fragments. The larger fragment was detected by LC-MS analysis.
Table S1. Hydrodynamic size of proteins and NCs measured by dynamic light scattering and zeta potential by the Malvern Nano-ZS. Samples were diluted to 0.5 mg/mL with deionized water and 400 µL were used in a disposable folded capillary cell to measure size and zeta potential. Each sample was measured 3 times with 10 measurements each at 25°C. The mean value for each sample is shown above.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>PROTEIN</th>
<th>CROSSLINKER</th>
<th>SIZE (nm)</th>
<th>ZETA POTENTIAL (mV)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>eGFP</td>
<td>None</td>
<td>5.4</td>
<td>-7.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>eGFP</td>
<td>Furin-degradable (Ahx-RVRRSK)</td>
<td>10.7</td>
<td>7.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>eGFP</td>
<td>Non-degradable (N,N'-Methylene bisacrylamide)</td>
<td>9.2</td>
<td>6.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NLS-eGFP</td>
<td>None</td>
<td>5.4</td>
<td>-6.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NLS-eGFP</td>
<td>Furin-degradable (AAm:APMAAm:CL=6:3.5:1) (Ahx-RVRRSK)</td>
<td>12.2</td>
<td>8.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NLS-eGFP</td>
<td>Furin-degradable (AAm:APMAAm:CL=6:3.5:0.5) (Ahx-RVRRSK)</td>
<td>10.7</td>
<td>7.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NLS-eGFP</td>
<td>Non-degradable (N,N'-Methylene bisacrylamide)</td>
<td>15.1</td>
<td>7.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NLS-eGFP</td>
<td>Non-specific peptide (Ahx-AAARSK)</td>
<td>10.5</td>
<td>6.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CP3</td>
<td>None</td>
<td>5.4</td>
<td>-4.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CP3</td>
<td>Furin-degradable (Ahx-RVRRSK)</td>
<td>7.2</td>
<td>5.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CP3</td>
<td>Non-degradable (N,N'-Methylene bisacrylamide)</td>
<td>10.4</td>
<td>7.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BSA</td>
<td>None</td>
<td>5.6</td>
<td>-6.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BSA</td>
<td>Furin-degradable (Ahx-RVRRSK)</td>
<td>9.7</td>
<td>6.7</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Figure S4. The hydrodynamic size of furin-degradable NLS-eGFP NCs as measured by dynamic light scattering in a 100 mM HEPES, 1 mM CaCl2, pH 7.5 buffer. NCs prepared with different proteins and/or crosslinkers displayed similar DLS profiles and are listed in Table S1.

Figure S5. Far-UV circular dichroism spectra of native NLS-eGFP protein, NLS-eGFP furin-degradable NC, and NLS-eGFP furin-degradable NCs after furin degradation. The samples were placed in a quartz cuvette with a 1 cm path length and ellipticity was monitored in a Peltier-controlled cell at a rate of 10 nm per min at 25°C in a Jasco spectropolarimeter (Jasco Inc., Easton, MD). 2.5 nmol native protein and protein NC were used. The degraded NC sample consisted of 2.5 nmol NC incubated with 1 unit furin at 37°C for 10 hours before measurements were taken.
Figure S6. eGFP release by 2.5 nmol NCs for 24 hrs quantified using ELISA. (●) Furin-degradable NCs; Furin-degradable NCs with 1 U (○) and 4 U (■) furin; (□) Furin-degradable NCs with 1 U furin and dec-RVKR-cmk; (▲) NCs with non-degradable crosslinkers. The stability studies of NCs were examined by quantifying release of eGFP in (●) acidic conditions: 100 mM HEPES, 1 mM CaCl₂, pH 5.5 buffer and in (▲) high salt concentrations: 500 mM NaCl. The data represents averages with error bars from three independent experiments performed in triplicate.
Figure S7. Confocal images of NLS-eGFP NC delivery show no cellular uptake of native protein (a) and no nuclear delivery for non-degradable protein NCs or degradable NCs to FD11 furin-deficient cells (b,c). Delivery of furin-degradable NCs to furin-expressing cell lines shows enhanced nuclear delivery (d-f). Red: nuclei; Green: eGFP. (g) Quantified eGFP levels using ELISA in the nuclear fractions of various crosslinked NCs which were obtained from the BioVision Nuclear/Cytoplasmic Fractionation Kit. All samples were incubated with cells at a concentration of 200 nM for 24 hours before confocal imaging or nuclear extraction.

Figure S8. Cellular proliferation profile for HeLa cells treated with furin-degradable and non-degradable NCs for 24 h before the MTS assay was performed. There was no significant cytotoxicity up to 1.6 μM.
Figure S9. TEM image of Klf4-11R NCs constructed with furin degradable crosslinkers. The size of NCs were determined to be ~20 nm.
7.2. Supplementary Information from Intracellular Protein Delivery Using Microemulsion Microparticles

Synthesis of Microparticles

Both degradable and non-degradable nanoparticles were prepared using inverse emulsion polymerization. The organic phase was prepared using 3 mL hexane with a 90 mg surfactant mixture containing a 3:1 weight ratio of Span 80(sorbitan monooleate): Tween 80(polyethyleneglycol-sorbitan monooleate). The aqueous phase was prepared by mixing 2 mg protein with 0.25 mL of 300 mM sodium phosphate buffer pH 8.0 and incubating for 5 minutes on ice. Next, 41.6 mg of acrylamide was added and incubated on ice. After 10 minutes, 41.6 mg of N-(3-aminopropyl) methacrylamide was added to the aqueous mixture and incubated for 5 minutes. Then 4.5 mg non-degradable crosslinker (N,N'-methylene bisacrylamide) or 0.5 mg furin degradable crosslinker was added to the mixture along with 3 mg ammonium persulfate. The aqueous phase was then added to the organic phase and sonicated using a flat tip probe on ice for 30 s with a Branson sonicator 450 using an output setting of 2 and a duty cycle of 40%. After the inverse emulsion was made, 3 µL of N,N,N',N'-tetramethylethylene diamine was added with stirring to initiate polymerization. The polymerization was done at room temperature for 10 min. Next the mixture was centrifuged for 10 min at 2800 rpm to collect the nanoparticles. The particles were washed 2 times with 5 mL hexane and 4 times with 5 mL acetone with centrifuging after each wash to remove the organic phase components. The particles were dried under high vacuum overnight. To resuspend the gels in aqueous solution, 1 mL water was added to the particles and sonicated in 30 s intervals until the solution was homogenous.

Mice

C57BL/6 (denoted as B6) female mice were purchased from Charles River Laboratories (Wilmington, MA). All mice were housed in an animal facility at the University of Southern California (Los Angeles, CA) in accordance with institute regulations.
**In vivo immunization of naive mice**

OVA-ND and OVA-furin (0.7 mg/mL) were concentrated in 200 µl of PBS by ultracentrifugation. The concentrated nanoparticles (140 µg) were injected into the lower two footpads of C57BL/6 mice. The immunized mice were analyzed for immune responses 2 weeks postinjection.

**Surface marker and intracellular staining**

Mouse lymphocytes were collected and washed in PBS. The prepared cells were stained with anti-mouse CD16/32 to block Fc receptors. For intracellular staining, splenocytes were restimulated for 6 h with OVAp1 (1 mg/ml) or OVAp2 (10 mg/ml), with GolgiPlug (BD Biosciences) to inhibit IFN-γ secretion. The cell surface markers were stained with anti-mouse CD8–FITC. Cells were then permeabilized and stained with anti-mouse IFN-γ–PE. Stained cells were analyzed by flow cytometry (FACSort; BD Biosciences). All monoclonal staining antibodies were from BD Biosciences or from BioLegend (San Diego, CA).

**Enzyme-linked immunosorbent spot assay (ELISPOT)**

T cells were harvested from spleens and cocultured with either OVAp1 or OVAp2 peptide (GeneScript, Piscataway, NJ) overnight. The next day, restimulated T cells were counted and transferred to a MultiScreen plate (Millipore, Billerica, MA) coated with anti-mouse IFN-γ antibody (BD Biosciences). The plate was incubated at 37°C and 5% CO₂ for 18–22 h. On the third day, biotinylated anti-mouse IFN-γ (BD Biosciences) was added to the plate, followed by the addition of streptavidin–alkaline phosphatase (Millipore) and BCIP/NBTplus substrate (Chemicon International, Temecula, CA) to develop spots. Spot development was stopped by rinsing thoroughly with deionized water. The plate was air dried and read with a Zeiss ELISPOT reader (Carl Zeiss MicroImaging, Göttingen, Germany). The number of spot-forming counts (SFCs) per 10⁶ cells was used to plot results.
Table S2. Hydrodynamic Size and Zeta Potential for Protein NPs synthesized using inverse microemulsion procedures.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>PROTEIN</th>
<th>CROSSLINKER</th>
<th>SIZE (nm)</th>
<th>ZETA POTENTIAL (mV)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>eGFP</td>
<td>None</td>
<td>5.4</td>
<td>-7.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>eGFP</td>
<td>Furin-degradable (Ahx-RVRRSK)</td>
<td>120.5</td>
<td>19</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>eGFP</td>
<td>Non-degradable (N,N'-Methylene bisacrylamide)</td>
<td>60</td>
<td>20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CP3</td>
<td>None</td>
<td>5.4</td>
<td>-4.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CP3</td>
<td>Furin-degradable (Ahx-RVRRSK)</td>
<td>70</td>
<td>14</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CP3</td>
<td>Non-degradable (N,N'-Methylene bisacrylamide)</td>
<td>90</td>
<td>11</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Figure S10. Scanning electron microscopy images of Caspase-3 NPs. (A) Non-degradable Caspase-3 NPs and (B) Furin-degradable Caspase-3 NPs
7.3. Supplementary Information for Engineered Biocompatible Degradable Polymeric Nanocapsules and Functional Delivery of a Differentiation Transcription Factor, MyoD

Materials

All chemicals were purchased from Sigma Aldrich unless noted otherwise. *N*-(3-aminopropyl) methacrylamide hydrochloride was purchased from Polymer Science, Inc. CellTiter 96® AQueous One Solution Cell Proliferation Assay (MTS) reagent was purchased from Promega Corporation. The furin-degradable peptide was synthesized as previously described. Deionized water was prepared using a Millipore NanoPure purification system.

Instruments

Bradford assay absorbances were measured in a Thermo Scientific GENESYS 20 spectrometer. TEM images of nanoparticles were obtained on a Philips EM-120 TEM instrument. Zeta potential and particle size distribution were measured on the Malvern particle sizer Nano-ZS. Peptides were synthesized on a CS Bio Co. CS336X solid phase peptide synthesizer. Fluorescent images of cells were obtained with either a Zeiss Axio Observer Z1 Inverted Microscope or Leica one-photon confocal laser scanning microscope (Leica Microsystems, Heidelberg).

Protein expression and purification

NLS-eGFP was expressed and purified as previously reported. For expression of MyoD, pET-His-MyoD (a gift from Dr. Kobatake) was transformed into BL21 cells by electroporation. Transformed cells were inoculated overnight at 37°C with shaking in Luria-Bertani medium containing 100 µg/mL ampicillin. Overnight cultures were diluted 1:200 and grown in Fernbach flasks containing 1 liter of LB medium with 100 µg/mL ampicillin at 37°C with shaking at 270 rpm. When the cultures reached an absorbance *A*600 ~0.8, isopropyl β-D-thiogalactopyranoside was added to a final concentration of 1 mM to induce protein expression, and the cells were incubated for 3 h at 37°C. The cells were harvested by centrifugation (3500g, 4°C, 15 min),
resuspended in 30 mL Buffer A (50 mM Tris–HCl, pH 8.0, 2 mM DTT, 2 mM EDTA), and lysed by sonication. The insoluble fraction was collected by centrifugation (15,000g, 4°C, 30 min) and dissolved in 8 M urea overnight at 4°C. After centrifugation at 14,000g, 4°C, 10 min, the solubilized fraction was filtered with a 0.45 µm filter and incubated with 3 mL of Ni-NTA resin (Qiagen) for 3 hours at 4°C. The protein was then purified using a step gradient of Buffer A with 8 M urea with increasing concentrations of imidazole (10, 20, and 250 mM). MyoD protein was eluted with 15 mL Buffer A containing 250 mM imidazole. The protein concentration was qualitatively assessed by SDS-PAGE and quantitatively determined by the Bradford protein assay. MyoD was dialyzed three times in refolding buffer (1xPBS, 1 M urea, 400 mM arginine, 40 µM glutathione (reduced), 4 µM glutathione (oxidized)) and then three times in 1xPBS. Far-UV circular dichroism (CD) spectra of MyoD protein (0.1 mg/mL in PBS) before and after refolding were obtained at 20°C with a JASCO J-715 Circular Dichroism Spectrometer. Optical rotation was measured from 190-250 nm with a bandwidth of 1 nm.

**Preparation of protein NCs**

1 mg protein was diluted in 500 µL of 5 mM pH 9 NaHCO₃ buffer after which PEG methyl ether acrylate (Mₙ~480) was added with stirring for 10 min at 4°C. Next, N-(3-aminopropyl) methacrylamide (APMAAm) was added with stirring for 5 min. Afterwards, the furin-degradable, redox-responsive (N,N'-Bis(acryloyl)cystamine) or non-degradable crosslinker (N,N'-methylene bisacrylamide) was added. The polymerization was immediately initiated by adding 3 mg of ammonium persulfate and 3 µL of N,N,N',N'-tetramethylethlenediamine. The polymerization was allowed to proceed for 60 min at 4°C. Finally, buffer exchange with 100 mM HEPES, 1 mM CaCl₂, pH 7.5 (furin-degradable NCs) or 1xPBS (redox-responsive and non-degradable NCs) was performed to remove unreacted monomers and initiators.

**Cell-free protein release assay from NCs**
150 nmol of NLS-eGFP furin-degradable NC was added to 100 mM HEPES, 1 mM CaCl$_2$, pH 7.5 buffer into a total volume of 50 µL. 10 units of furin enzyme was added to the reaction mixture and incubated at 37°C for various times. 1 unit of enzyme is defined by Sigma as the amount of enzyme needed to release 1 pmole from fluorogenic peptide Boc-RVRR-AMC in 1 min at 30°C. 10 µg NLS-eGFP redox-responsive NC was incubated with 1 mM GSH in 200 µL PBS buffer at 37°C for various times. Samples from specific time points were appropriately diluted for the GFP ELISA assay.

**Enzyme-linked Immunosorbant Assay (ELISA)**

To quantify native eGFP protein released, a GFP ELISA kit was obtained from Cell Biolabs, Inc., San Diego, CA. We constructed a standard curve using known eGFP amounts with the kit's standard eGFP sample and by performing the assay. Briefly, samples were centrifuged for 10 min at 7000 rpm with a 30 kDa MWCO filter to isolate native eGFP protein. Then, the samples were loaded into anti-GFP rabbit antibody coated wells and incubated at 4°C overnight. After careful washing, a detection antibody (anti-GFP mouse antibody) was added to each well and incubated at room temperature for 2 hours. Next, an anti IgG mouse-HRP conjugate antibody was added. After one hour, TMB substrate was added and incubated for 30 minutes. After the addition of stop solution to each well, absorbance at 450 nm was measured.

**Cell culture.**

HeLa and HFF (ATCC, Manassas, VA) were cultured in Dulbecco’s Modified Eagle’s Medium (Invitrogen) or DMEM supplemented with 10% bovine growth serum (Hyclone, Logan, UT) or BGS, 1.5 g/L sodium bicarbonate, 100 µg/mL streptomycin and 100 U/mL penicillin. Mouse C2C12 myoblast cells (a gift from Dr. Rachelle Crosbie, UCLA) were cultured in DMEM with 20% bovine growth serum, 1.5 g/L sodium bicarbonate, 100 µg/mL streptomycin and 100 U/mL penicillin. All cells were cultured at 37°C, in 98% humidity and 5% CO$_2$. Cells were regularly subcultured using 0.25% trypsin-EDTA.
Cytotoxicity study using 3-(4,5-dimethylthiazol-2-yl)-5-(3-carboxymethoxyphenyl)-2-(4-sulfophenyl)-2H-tetrazolium) (MTS) assay

Cells were seeded into 96-well plates at a density of 5,000 cells per well and cultivated in 100 µL of DMEM with 10% BGS. The plates were then incubated in 5% CO₂ and at 37°C for 12 h to reach 70-80% confluency before addition of protein/NCs. After 24 h or 48 h incubation with protein NCs, the cells were washed with PBS solution and incubated with 100 µL fresh DMEM and 20µL MTS solution (CellTiter 96® AQueous One Solution Cell Proliferation Assay, Invitrogen). The plates were incubated for an additional 3 h. The absorbance of the plates was read at 550 nm and a reference wavelength of 690 nm using a microplate reader (PowerWave X, Bio-tek Instruments, USA).

Imaging and quantification of nuclear localization

Cells were seeded into 48 well plates at a density of 10,000 cells/well and cultured in 250 µL DMEM with 10% BGS. The plates were incubated for 12 h before being treated with 400 nM NCs. After 24 h, cells were washed 3x with PBS and fixed for 15 min with 4% paraformaldehyde. Nuclei were stained with 1 µg/mL DAPI. Cells were imaged using Z-stack imaging and Image J was used for quantification of eGFP and nuclear overlap.

Nuclear and cytoplasmic fractionation

Cells were seeded into 6-well plates at a density of 1x10⁵ cells per well and cultivated in 1.5 mL of DMEM with 10% BGS. The plates were incubated for 12 h before being treated with 400 nM of appropriate NCs. Cells were collected by trypsin-EDTA and centrifugation after 24 hours. A Nuclear/Cytosol Fractionation Kit (BioVision, Inc., Mountain View, CA) was used to separate cytosolic and nuclear extracts from NC-treated cells. Fractions were obtained per the manufacturer’s instructions. All procedures were performed at 4°C. Extracts were stored at -80 °C until the GFP-ELISA assay was performed (Cell Biolabs, Inc., San Diego, CA)

MyoD-Rhodamine conjugation
NHS-rhodamine (Thermo Scientific Pierce) was reacted with MyoD protein in a 5 molar excess in 50 mM NaHCO$_3$ buffer, pH 9 for 2 hours at 4°C. After the reaction, MyoD-rho was purified by extensive buffer exchange using PBS with 30,000 MWCO filters. MyoD-rho NCs were synthesized and cellular uptake was subsequently imaged as previously described.

**MyoD luciferase reporter construct cloning**

A MyoD firefly luciferase reporter plasmid was constructed using pGL3-promoter vector (Promega) as a template. Four copies of the E-box promoter sequence upstream of the firefly luciferase gene was PCR amplified using the specific primers I (5’-CTCTTACGCGTCACCTGCACCTGCACCTGCACCTGCTCGAGATCTGCGATCTGC-3’ with an underlined $Mlu$ II site) and II (5’-CAGTACCGGATGCCAAGCCTTTGGCAAAAGCCTAGGCCCTCC-3’ with an underlined $Hind$ III site). This fragment was amplified and inserted between the $Mlu$ I and $Hind$ III sites of pGL3-promoter, thus resulting in *MyoD-luc*. After sequence confirmation, the plasmid was transformed into *E. coli* XL1 cells and subsequently purified by miniprep (Zymo Research).

**Dual-luciferase assay**

C2C12 cells were plated at a density of 10,000 cells per well in 96-well plates and incubated for 16 h. Cells were transfected with Lipofectamine per the manufacturer’s instructions with 50 ng *pRL*-TK Renilla luciferase (Promega) and 0.1 µg *MyoD-luc*. For MyoD DNA transfected cells, 0.1 µg *pORFMyoD* (a gift from Dr. Derrick Rossi) was also transfected. Cells were incubated in antibiotic-free media for 4 hours, after which 400 nM MyoD protein/NCs were added into fresh media with antibiotics. After 16 h, another 400 nM MyoD protein/NCs were added to cells. After a total 48 h, cells were washed three times with PBS and lysed with 80 µL Passive Lysis Buffer (Promega) for 15 minutes at 25°C. Cell lysate was centrifuged at 4°C at 3500 rpm and 10 µL was plated in a 96 well plate and luciferase activity was monitored using the Dual-Luciferase Reporter Assay system (Promega) with the GloMax Multi+ Detection System.
**Myoblast differentiation treatment**

C2C12 cells were plated in 24 well plates (3000 cells/well) for immunostaining or 6 well plates (10,000 cells/well) for qPCR and cultured in DMEM + 20% BGS. After 24 hours, cells were treated with 400 nM MyoD protein/NCs for 3 subsequent days. For MyoD transfected cells, 1 µg or 3 µg \( pORFMyoD \) was transfected using Lipofectamine using the manufacturer's protocol for 24 well or 6 well plates, respectively. Media was changed each day thereafter for a total of 7 days after which cells were either fixed or harvested for further experiments. For proteinase K treatment assays, 10 µg protein/NCs were treated with 50 µg/mL proteinase K in 50 mM Tris-HCl, 5 mM CaCl\(_2\) pH 7.5 buffer for 1 h at 37°C before incubation with cells.

**Immunostaining**

Treated C2C12 cells were washed with PBS and fixed by 4% paraformaldehyde in PBS. Immunostaining was performed with mouse anti-MyHC antibody (1:400, Millipore) and an Alexa Flour 488 conjugated secondary Ab. DAPI (0.1 mg/mL) was used for nuclear counterstaining. Positively-stained cells were counted using Image J.

**Quantitative Real-Time PCR for MyoD-treated cells**

Treated C2C12 cells were trypsinized, collected by centrifugation and homogenized using QIAshredder and total RNA was extracted using the RNeasy mini kit (Qiagen). RNA samples (1 µg) were treated with DNase I (Invitrogen) and reverse transcription was performed using the iScript RT kit (Bio-Rad). The SybrGreen supermix kit (Bio-Rad) was used for real-time PCR. Threshold cycle (Ct) was determined on the linear phase. Results were normalized by Ct of 18 s. Relative gene expression fold difference was calculated by \( 2^{-\Delta\text{normalized Ct}} \). PCR primers are listed in Table S2.
Figure S11. Physical characterization curves of PEG NCs used for optimization. (Top) Hydrodynamic size and zeta potential of NLS-eGFP non-degradable NCs prepared with varying PEG:M2 molar ratios. NCs did not enter cells right of the red line. Data represents average values and standard deviation from six measurements. (Center) Total amount of monomers was adjusted by keeping the molar ratio between PEG:M2 the same at 2.03. (Bottom) The crosslinking ratio of non-degradable crosslinker was adjusted while the total number of monomers was the same (7.07x10^5 moles).
Figure S12. Representative images of PEG NLS-eGFP NCs used for optimization. NCs were synthesized using non-degradable crosslinkers and then incubated with HeLa cells for 24 h with 400 nM NCs before being fixed and stained. (green: eGFP; blue: DAPI-stained nuclei)

Table S3. Optimized PEG NLS-eGFP NCs using various crosslinkers

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Protein</th>
<th>Crosslinker type</th>
<th>PEG:M2 (molar ratio)</th>
<th>Crosslinking Ratio (molar)</th>
<th>Size (nm)</th>
<th>Zeta Potential (mV)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>NLS-eGFP</td>
<td>non-deg</td>
<td>2.6</td>
<td>0.16</td>
<td>6.5</td>
<td>1.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NLS-eGFP</td>
<td>furin-deg</td>
<td>2.6</td>
<td>0.16</td>
<td>6.3</td>
<td>2.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NLS-eGFP</td>
<td>redox-resp</td>
<td>2.6</td>
<td>0.16</td>
<td>7.0</td>
<td>1.2</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Figure S13. Proliferation profiles of various concentrations of NLS-eGFP PEG NCs delivered to HeLa cells for 24 h and quantified by the MTS assay.

Figure S14. Circular dichroism (CD) curves of MyoD protein before (top) and after (bottom) refolding. Far-UV CD spectra of MyoD protein (0.1 mg/mL in PBS) were obtained at 20°C with a JASCO J-715 Circular Dichroism Spectrometer. Optical rotation was measured from 190-250 nm with a bandwidth of 1 nm.
Figure S15. Image of redox-responsive MyoD PEG NCs.
Table S4. Primers for Real-Time PCR for MyoD-treated C2C12 Cells

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Primer Name</th>
<th>Primer Sequence</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>HPRT F</td>
<td>AAGGACCTCTCGAAGTGTTGGATA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HPRT R</td>
<td>CATTAAAAAGGAACTGTTGACAACG</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Myog F</td>
<td>CTACAGGCCTTGCTCAGCTCC</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Myog R</td>
<td>TCTAACACCAGCAGACATCC</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MyHC F</td>
<td>AAAGGTCTCGCGAAACACGGAGAGAC</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MyHC R</td>
<td>ACAACCTAACAAGGAGTCGGAGGAG</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure S16. Real-time PCR analysis of the relative expression of muscle-specific genes Myogenin and My-HC in treated C2C12 cells at day 4, 5 and 7 of treatment. (n=2).
Figure S17. Fluorescent images of My-HC immunostaining in treated C2C12 myoblasts with MyoD protein/NCs which were first treated with 50 µg/mL proteinase K for 1 h at 37°C. (green: Alexa-Fluor 488 conjugated My-HC antibody; blue: DAPI-stained nuclei)
7.4. Supplementary Information for Functional Delivery of a Transdifferentiation Transcription Factor, Pdx1

Protein Purification of rPdx1

pET28a-Pdx1 was generously provided by Dr. Li-Jung Yang from the University of Florida. Plasmid was transfected into BL21 (DE3) cells using electroporation and grown in LB supplemented with kanamycin. After growth at 37°C to an optical density (OD600) of 0.8, cells were incubated at room temperature for another 18 h in the presence of 0.5 mM isopropyl β-d-1-thiogalactopyranoside. Bacteria were lysed by pulse sonication in buffer A (20 mM Tris/HCl pH 8.0, 500 mM NaCl, and 0.1% Triton X-100) containing 5 mM imidazole and proteinase inhibitors (Roche Diagnostics, Basel, Switzerland). After centrifugation, the cell-free supernatant was applied to a column of Ni-NTA resin for 1 hour and washed with several volumes of buffer A containing 25 mM imidazole. The protein was eluted by buffer A containing 250 mM imidazole and dialyzed in PBS.

Cell culture of HepG2, Fetal liver cells and AR42J cells

HepG2 cells were cultured in Eagle's Minimum Essential Medium supplemented with 10% FBS. AR42J-B13 cells were cultured in low glucose DMEM, 10% FBS and 1x anti-anti solution. Fetal liver cells were cultured in Williams' medium E (ICN Biomedicals Inc., Aurora, OH) supplemented with 10% fetal bovine serum (FBS, Sigma-Aldrich, St. Louis, MO), hormones (dexamethasone, 0.1 µmol/L; insulin, 0.1 µmol/L; aprotinin, 5,000 KIU/L (5.8 TIU/L); Sigma-Aldrich) and antibiotics (penicillin G, 50,000 UI/L; streptomycin, 50 µg/L; amphotericin B, 125 µg/L; Gibco BRL, Grand Island, NY).

Pdx1-Rhodamine conjugation

NHS-rhodamine (Thermo Scientific Pierce) was reacted with Pdx1 protein in a 5 molar excess in 50 mM NaHCO₃ buffer, pH 9 for 2 hours at 4°C. After the reaction, Pdx1-rho was purified by extensive buffer exchange using PBS with 30,000 MWCO filters. Pdx1-rho NCs were synthesized and cellular uptake was subsequently imaged as previously described.
Insulin promoter activated dual-luciferase assay

HepG2 or AR42J-B13 cells were plated at a density of 10,000 cells per well in 96-well plates and incubated for 16 h. Cells were transfected with Lipofectamine per the manufacturer’s instructions with 50 ng pRL-TK Renilla luciferase (Promega) and 0.1 µg RIP-luc. In some studies, 1 µg NeuroD plasmid was also transfected. Cells were incubated in antibiotic-free media for 24 hours, after which 400 nM, 800 nM or 1600 nM Pdx1 protein/NCs were added into fresh media with antibiotics. After a total 48 h, cells were washed three times with PBS and lysed with 80 µL Passive Lysis Buffer (Promega) for 15 minutes at 25°C. Cell lysate was centrifuged at 4°C at 3500 rpm and 10 µL was plated in a 96 well plate and luciferase activity was monitored using the Dual-Luciferase Reporter Assay system (Promega) with the GloMax Multi+ Detection System.

Pdx1 transdifferentiation treatment on fetal liver cells or AR42J-B13 cells

Fetal liver cells and AR42J-B13 cells were plated in 6 well plates (10,000 cells/well) for qPCR and cultured in appropriate media. After 24 hours, cells were treated with 400 nM MyoD protein/NCs for 3 subsequent days. Media was changed each day thereafter for a total of 7 days after which cells were harvested for further experiments.

Pancreatic Gene Expression Quantitative Real-Time PCR

Treated fetal liver cells or AR42J cells were trypsinized, collected by centrifugation and homogenized using QIAshredder and total RNA was extracted using the RNeasy mini kit (Qiagen). RNA samples (1 µg) were treated with DNase I (Invitrogen) and reverse transcription was performed using the iScript RT kit (Bio-Rad). The SybrGreen supermix kit (Bio-Rad) was used for real-time PCR. Threshold cycle (Ct) was determined on the linear phase. Results were normalized by Ct of 18 s. Relative gene expression fold difference was calculated by $2^{-\Delta\text{normalized Ct}}$. PCR primers are listed in Table S5.
Figure S18. Optimization of Pdx1 protein expression using protease inhibitor and a lower nickel resin binding time. A250, A40 and A20 refer to 250 mM, 40 mM and 20 mM imidazole concentration, respectively. FT refers to the flowthrough of unbound protein to nickel.

Table S5. Primers used for qPCR assays in Fetal liver cells or AR42J-B13 rat cells treated with Pdx1 NCs

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Species</th>
<th>Primer Name</th>
<th>Sequence</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Human</td>
<td>GADPH F</td>
<td>5’-AGCCACATCGCTAGACACC-3’</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Human</td>
<td>GADPH R</td>
<td>5’-GTACTCAGCGCCAGCATCG-3’</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Human</td>
<td>Pdx1 F</td>
<td>5’-AAAGCTACCGTGGAAAGG-3’</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Human</td>
<td>Pdx1 R</td>
<td>5’-TCAACATGACAGCCAGCTCA-3’</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Human</td>
<td>IAPP F</td>
<td>5’-TGCTCTCAGTGGACATTTG-3’</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Human</td>
<td>IAPP R</td>
<td>5’-TGGATCCACGTTGAGATGA-3’</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Human</td>
<td>Insulin F</td>
<td>5’-CACCTAGTGCAGGAACAAA-3’</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Human</td>
<td>Insulin R</td>
<td>5’-CCAGCTGAGAGGAGCAGA-3’</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rat</td>
<td>GADPH F</td>
<td>5’-TCCAGTTAGCTCTACCCACG-3’</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rat</td>
<td>GADPH R</td>
<td>5’-CAGCGACATACCATCGACCAC-3’</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rat</td>
<td>Insulin1 F</td>
<td>5’-CAATCATAGCAGCTAGGAAC-3’</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rat</td>
<td>Insulin1 R</td>
<td>5’-AGAAACCACGTCCACCCAC-3’</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rat</td>
<td>Insulin2 F</td>
<td>5’-CCAGGCTTTGTCAGACAG-3’</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rat</td>
<td>Insulin2 R</td>
<td>5’-GTGCAGGGGTCTCTAGGGTC-3’</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rat</td>
<td>IAPP F</td>
<td>5’-CAGCGTAAAGGATCAGGAC-3’</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rat</td>
<td>IAPP R</td>
<td>5’-TTCCGGTTTGCACCTCGG-3’</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rat</td>
<td>Pax4 F</td>
<td>5’-GCCAGCGAGTATCCAGTGTTG-3’</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rat</td>
<td>Pax4 R</td>
<td>5’-GGCATCTGTTTTCACCATG-3’</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rat</td>
<td>NeuroD1 F</td>
<td>5’-ATGTCCTCCACGTCAGCC-3’</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rat</td>
<td>NeuroD1 R</td>
<td>5’-GAGAAGTTGCGCATTGCTG-3’</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rat</td>
<td>Nkx2.2 F</td>
<td>5’-GGTCAAGAGTGTTCCAAAAC-3’</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rat</td>
<td>Nkx2.2 R</td>
<td>5’-GTCACCTCCATACCTTCTCAG-3’</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rat</td>
<td>Pcsk2 F</td>
<td>5’-GCATAAAGACGGAGAAGAG-3’</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
7.5. Supplementary Information for Delivery of a Combination of Transcription Factors for Formation of iPS Cells

Cloning of luciferase reporter plasmids

Reporter inserts were amplified from the pGL3 promoter vector (Promega) with the following forward primers and universal reverse primer containing MluI site in green, SacI site in red, and HindIII site in orange.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Oct4- F2</th>
<th>5'-CTCTTACGCGTATTGTAATGCAAAATCATTTGTAATGCAAA TCATTGTAATGCAAAATCATCGAGATCTGCGATCTGC-3'</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Klf4- F2</td>
<td>5'-CTCTTACGCGT GGGTGTGGCCAGGGT GTGGCCAGGGTGTGGCCAGGGTCTCGAGATCTCGA TCTGC</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Myc- F2</td>
<td>5'-CTCTTACGCGTGCACGTGGCGCCACGTGGCGCCACGTGGCGCCACGTGGCGCCACGTGGCGCCACGTGGCGCCACGTGGCGCCACGTGGCGCCACGT</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rv2</td>
<td>5'-CAGTACCAGGAATGCCAAGCTTTTTGCAAAGCCCTAGGGCCTCC-3'</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

PCR products and pLG3 promoter were digested with MluI and HindIII and ligated to form reporter plasmids. Constructs were verified with sequencing.

OSKM-specific activated dual-luciferase assay

293T or HFF cells were plated at a density of 10,000 cells per well in 96-well plates and incubated for 16 h. Cells were transfected with Lipofectamine per the manufacturer’s instructions with 50 ng pRL-TK Renilla luciferase (Promega) and 0.1 µg pGL3-O/S, pGL3-M or pGL3-K. In some studies, 1 µg pMX-OSKM plasmids were also transfected. Cells were incubated in antibiotic-free media for 4 hours, after which 400 nM OSKM protein/NCs were added into fresh media with antibiotics. After a total 48 h, cells were washed three times with
PBS and lysed with 80 µL Passive Lysis Buffer (Promega) for 15 minutes at 25°C. Cell lysate was centrifuged at 4°C at 3500 rpm and 10 µL was plated in a 96 well plate and luciferase activity was monitored using the Dual-Luciferase Reporter Assay system (Promega) with the GloMax Multi+ Detection System.

**Treatment of Neural Stem Cells with OSKM Nanocapsules**

NSCs were seeded in 6 well plates at a density of 5x10^4 cells per well and were treated with 400 nM of each furin-degradable OSKM NC every alternate day for a total of 4 treatments. NSCs were cultured in MEM/F12 w/o HEPES, w/ L-Glutamine (CHEMICON Cat. No. DF-042-B), L-glutamine (CHEMICON Cat. No. TMS-002-C), human serum albumin, human transferrin, putrescine dihydrochloride, human recombinant insulin, L-thyroxine, Tri-iodo-thyronine, progesterone, sodium selenite, heparin, corticosterone. After 30 days, the cells were transferred to a MEF feeder layer and cultured in ESC medium for observation of iPS colonies. ESC medium consisted of DMEM high glucose, 10% FBS, P/S, 1 M HEPS, 100 mM sodium pyruvate, 200 mM L-glutamine, 55 mM β-mercaptoethanol and 50 mg/mL gentamicin.

**7.6. Supplementary Information for Delivery of mRNA Using Degradable Polymeric NCs**

**mRNA Synthesis**

Venus linearized DNA was under the control of the Sp6 promoter. 25 mM of NTP mixture was prepared: 100 mM ATP, 100 mM GTP, 100 mM 5-mC, and 100 mM pSU along with RNase free water. The *in vitro* transcription reaction was initiated using 4 µg linearized Venus DNA, 5x Sp6 buffer, 25 mM NTP, 32 mM Cap, Sp6 enzyme mix and incubated for 5 hours at 37°C. DNase (Invitrogen) was added to the mixture for 30 minutes at 37°C and then incubated at 65°C to inactivate the enzyme. 2 mL antarctic phosphatase was added at 37°C for 20 min. RNA was purified with a kit. For fluorescent mRNA, AlexaFluor-UTP was added at a concentration of 1 mM along with the NTP mixture.

**Stability studies for mRNA NCs**
Naked mRNA and mRNA NCs were subjected to physiological conditions of 37°C, 10% serum and pH 5 for 4 hours or 24 hours. Naked mRNA and mRNA NCs were also tested for stability in various storage/handling conditions using 3 or 7 freeze/thaw cycles from -80°C and with storage at 4°C for 4 or 24 hours. After treatment, mRNA NCs were treated with 2 mM GSH for 2 hours and all samples were assessed on a 1% agarose gel.
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